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It is common knowledge that horses do most 
of their sleeping standing up. They most 
often doze that way because they are prey 
animals, and if a predator attacks them they 
can then get away quickly. The ability for a 
horse to rest while standing, is called the 
‘stay apparatus’. A series of muscles and 
ligaments in their legs that lock in place, 
enabling them to fall asleep without falling 
over. It’s fascinating.

However, horses do occasionally take short naps laying down during 
the day. This helps them to rest their legs. You can sometimes find a 
horse stretched out on its side or laying on the ground with its legs 
folded under. When horses are in groups, they will often take turns 
‘standing guard’ so that the others can rest.  This way, if a predator 
were to approach, the one standing guard could warn the others, so 
the ones resting, could get up in time to avoid being attacked.

As a child my wife was led to believe that horses always needed to 
sleep standing up, and if they laid down, they would die. 

I found this amusing since she had grown up riding, and owning, hors-
es all her life. However I did not take into consideration that she lived 
in town and her family’s horses were stabled elsewhere. She really 
never had the opportunity to look outside at the pasture and see that 
horses do in fact lay down to rest. Now that my wife thinks back on it, 
she is pretty certain that her teasing older brothers may have been the 
cause of this misconception. 

Nowadays we are lucky enough to witness our horses behavior on a 
daily basis. Our house is situated so that our sunroom looks out over 
the front pasture. 

Many an early morning we wake to find our horses stretched out on 
their sides in the warm rays of the sun, or laying on the ground with 
their legs folded under. My wife has witnessed first hand that horses 
do not die if they lay down. But, she has told me that she cannot resist 
the urge to check on them, or whistle at them, just in case.

You can see by the pictures from our own herd, that they do indeed 
look like they are “dead” when stretched out on the ground! To a pass-
erby it can look alarming. But to us, it is beautiful and peaceful.

I do confess though, that just like my wife, I also have to check on the 
horses from time to time, just in case!

Rahn Greimann Owner / Publisher
Performance Horse Digest  HorseDigests.com
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The majority of show horses will only perform at their peak for a given 
period of time. Eventually their performance will decline or their atten-
tion to the rider’s cues and desires will diminish. Because of this in-
evitable factor, schooling in the show arena is sometimes necessary. 
The following are few overlying guidelines that should be followed no 
matter the discipline. 

1.  Do not use up much more time than what it would take to complete
     the normal pattern or run.
2.  Be humane.  Abuse will not be tolerated. 
3.  Be respectful to the judge, the rules, and most importantly, the
     welfare of your horse.

Now when you get into specific events and disciplines such as reining, 
cutting, or working cowhorse, there are correct behaviors to remem-
ber when schooling your show horse in each event.

REINING
Most reining events set aside individual paid practice times often re-
ferred to as “fool ‘em and school ‘em” or “paid warm-ups”.  Whether 
schooling during a paid practice or during a normal class always re-
member the following:

1.  Adhere to the basic diagram of the pattern.
2.  Keep your horse collected, rate speed.
3.  Turn an extra turn or two.
4.  Counter-canter through the lead change area.
5.  Run somewhat longer before stopping.
6.  Walk before departing.

CUTTING
My thinking is that if my performance is not yielding a decent score 
(i.e. after a major penalty or run content mistake), I should be prepar-
ing my horse for his next run.  This is how I do it.

1.  Shorten your reins and stop your horse straight on the ends.
2.  Drive further up and out of the herd then hold a straight line.
3.  Back a step before turning on the ends.

While doing these basic schooling steps, remember these things:

1.  Only use one hand on the reins.
2.  Do not disturb the herd by getting too close or running into it.
3.  Do not school on a fresh cow. Use a cow that has previously been 
     cut as to allow the remaining cutters the best chance to show their 
     horses.

WORkING COWHORSE
In the cow work portion, sometimes you will draw a hard to work cow 

or your horse will be pushy or chargy. In these cases, here are some 
possible schooling suggestions.

1.  When boxing the cow, keep your horse straight and make him hold 
     the stop longer before turning.
2.  When starting down then fence, check your horse back or stop 
     when he becomes chargy or doesn’t rate the cow well.
3.  If your horse wants to drop his shoulder and dive toward the cow,
     stop him straight next to the cow and make a square, 180 degree 
     turn.
4.  Keep his shoulder up while circling the cow to keep him balanced
     and straight.

I hope these tips will give you some insight into what is appropriate 
when schooling is necessary. It is difficult to keep a horse at his peak, 
time and time again. Just remember to use your common sense. You 
are at a show and spectators and judges are always evaluating your 
actions. Think of your horse’s well-being. It’s not always what you 
do to correct your horse, but how you do it that is most important. 
School with style and purpose and your horse’s show pen habits will 
stay sharp.

Arizona horseman, Al Dunning, has owned and operated his 
“Almosta Ranch” since 1970. His expertise in all facets of western 
events have elevated him to great success in the AQHA, NRHA, 
NRCHA, and NCHA. Al has developed a winning tradition with 
quarter horses that is well documented. He trains, conducts 
clinics, and consults for ranch development and equestrian 
planning. Learn more at  TeamADinternational.com.

SCHOOLING WITH

by Al Dunning

Style
& PURPOSE
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Preparation is

Believe it or not, my competition at the world equestrian games in 
Aachen Germany was not the first time I had rode for the gold medal.   
The scenario had gone through my mind a couple of years earlier as a 
day dream of proving myself to the world.  

I did not have a plan but I saw myself in the position of representing 
not only myself and my horse, but the thousands of reining horse fans 
and equine enthusiasts from across our country.  I remember as a part 
of my daydream realizing that I knew nothing about being in a high 
pressure situation of that kind.  After qualifying for team USA, I had a 
long drive home from Lexington, KY to Silt, CO for the circumstances 
to soak in.  This responsibility took me to the highest feelings of pride 
to the lowest fears of failure.  

For 27 hours I rode one of the largest roller coasters of my life through 
some of the flattest states in the US. It was during that tumultuous 
drive that I only had one option, Prepare.  I remembered reading an 
interview with Tom Brady of the New England Patriots when he was 
asked if he ever gets nervous, paraphrased, he said only if I’m not 
prepared.  He went on to talk about the detail in which he prepared in 
order to better predict his performance.  Physically and mechanically 
I knew I just needed to do what I did to get there, however, mentally 
I had very little reference to know what to expect.  I played all of the 
situations out in my mind until I exhausted my imagination.  I then 
rode into the arena with more confidence than any time in my career; 
I knew my horse, accepted the expectations, and told myself “if I held 
anything back I would regret it for as long as I lived”.  

The result was the high score for team USA and a narrow one point 
victory over team Canada. I truly feel that the gold medal was not won 
that day, but during the first daydream and that long drive home from 
Kentucky that sparked a call to action.

by Aaron Ralston

Aaron Ralston was the 2004 AQHA Sr. Reining Reserve World 
Champion and in 2006, he was part of TEAM USA at the World 
Equestrian Games, held in Aachen, Germany.  Riding Smart Paul 
Olena, Aaron led the Team to a Team Gold Medal and took the 
Bronze medal in the Individual Reining Competition. // Contact: 
Ralston Ranch, Aaron Ralston, 1334 CR 250, SILT, CO 81652 or 
visit RideUpLLC.com.

CRITICAL
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After working on softness and continuing to work on collec-
tion, you may benefit from “Checking Up” your horse to rein-
force the idea of getting off the bit and staying off it.  It may 
be time to let him pull on himself for a while instead of you.  
“checking him up” is a groundwork exercise done in a round 
pen that nicely accomplishes this goal.  By working the horse 
with the reins secured to the saddle (a point with little to no 
give) rather than in your hands, which are connected to your 
naturally elastic and moveable arms, you teach him that lean-
ing on the bit or pulling on the reins is an exercise in futility.

Your horse should wear a plain, smooth-mouthed snaffle and 
his regular saddle.  Take him to a small roundpen, or longe 
him checked up if necessary.  Tie the reins to the cinch rings 
or behind the cantle.  Always begin with the reins quite loose 
so your horse’s face is comfortably in front fo the vertical.  If 
he feels overly confined by the reins before he understands 
how this exercise works, he may become frightened and 
claustrophobic, even to the point of flipping himself over. 

Once he begins to understand the drill, gradually shorten the 
reins until his face is more or less at the vertical – perpen-
dicular to the ground – as he moves around the pen.  As he 
softens to the bit pressure, he may occasionally come behind 
the vertical as he walks.  Do not tighten the reins so much that 
his face is behind the 
vertical at rest, or comes significantly behind the vertical, 
curling toward his chest, as he walks.

With the reins loosely tied at first, use your voice and body language to drive your horse forward at a walk.  Work in both directions until he seems 
relaxed and then ask for a trot.  Spend time at the trot, a 
symmetrical gait that induces relaxation.  Change direc-
tion frequently to avoid stressing your horse’s legs.  As 
he relaxes further and accepts the exercise, gradually 
shorten the reins never tightening them so that his face 
is behind the vertical.

Always follow the round-pen checking up with a short 
ride to see what you’ve accomplished and to solidify the 
lesson in your horse’s mind.

Note:  I do not advocate leaving a horse standing while 
checked up.  I believe that in order to learn the lesson 
correctly, the horse should be softened in the face while 
engaging the hind end motion.  And, simply for safety’s 
sake, he needs to be supervised.

by Sandy CollierREINING ESSENTIALS

Checking

Sandy Collier’s successful horse show record is 
reflective of her dedication, talent, and integrity as 
a horse trainer. She was the first and only woman 
horse trainer to win the prestigious NRCHA World 
Champion Snaffle Bit Futurity. In 2011, Sandy was 
inducted into The Cowgirl Hall of Fame.  Learn 
more at SandyCollier.com.

UP

Tying the reins loosely to the cinch can help your horse learn to stay off 
the bit - not leaning or pulling on your hands.  Don’t leave him standing, 
though; keep him moving around the pen or on a longe line.

Shortening one rein an inch or two more than the other helps to improve lat-
eral flexion. Readjust when changing direction.  “Check your horse up” for 
short periods only, and follow with a riding session to see how he is doing. 
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In previous articles, we talked about the first 
few rides on our colt.  We went over the ba-
sics of softening our colt in the mouth and in-
troduced the stop to her.  In this article, we 
discuss body control and advance the stop 
and softening.  First we will review the ba-
sic training principles to get them fresh in our 
mind.  In the form of cues, you apply pres-
sure to the colt, asking her to do something 
specific.  When you get the results you want, 
instantly release the pressure as a reward.   
Being consistent with your cues and timing is 
very important in keeping things clear for the 

colt to understand and keep her trying for you.    
Remember, slow to pull, quick to release with 
your hands.  Keep them relaxed and soft.  Be 
quick to release pressure when the colt gives 
to you.  This allows the colt to clearly under-
stand that she reacted correctly.  Remember 
the reins are like a phone line of communica-
tion to the colt.  If you are holding on to her 
mouth all the time, the line of communication 
is tied up.  The colt doesn’t understand what 
you are trying to communicate because if you 
pull harder, it doesn’t mean anything to her.  
You already had hold of her, the increased 
pressure is confusing to her.  You want to al-
ways ride with as much slack in the reins as 
you possibly can.  This allows the line of com-
munication to be open.  When you pick up on 
the reins and make contact with the colt, it 
means something to her and you will get re-
sponse from her.  It is important to keep the 
colt responsive.  You always need to keep this 
in mind with all of your riding and training.  
Stay out of the colt with your hands and legs 

until you are asking for something.  When she 
responds correctly, drop your hands, take your 
leg off and get out of her.

Now we will move on and introduce some 
body control using your legs and asking the 
colt to side pass.  When asking a young horse 
or any horse to learn something new, I  believe 
it is my job to try and make it as easy as I can 
for her to understand.  So in this exercise, I 
will ride my horse straight into a wall or fence 
and stop him.  Having a barrier in front of her 
blocks her forward and is one less thing for 

either of us to worry about at 
this point.  Remember train-
ing is a step-by-step building 
process and I want to break 
everything down into small 
steps to make it as simple and 
easy as possible.

I want to start by side pass-
ing toward the barn or the out 
gate of the pen.  We know that 
there is a natural gravitational 
pull to that direction, and so 
it sets them up for success.  I 
have my horse faced into the 
fence.  The first thing I want to 
do is take my leg off the side 
I want to go, clearing the way 
for her.  If I am asking for her 
to move right, I will take my 
right leg off and I really ex-
aggerate taking my leg off to 
make it clear to my colt.  We 
want to make sure we do not 
lean our body the direction we 
want to go.  If anything, I like 
to slightly shift my weight to 

the opposite direction (left) taking the weight 
off the inside (right) shoulder.  This will make 
it easy for the colt to pick up her shoulder and 
move it in that direction (right).

I hold her head and neck straight into the 
fence and I push with my left leg, asking her 
to move off it.  Now as with any new informa-
tion we introduce to the colt, she doesn’t know 
what we want for sure.  This is when I need to 
give her all the time she needs and be patient 
with her.  I keep her set up in this position of a 
90-degree angle to the fence and keep asking 
her for a step by pushing or bumping her with 
my leg.  The colt may want to back up, move 
to the left against my leg, everything but what 
I’m asking, but I hold steady and keep asking 
her and sooner or later, even if it’s by accident, 
she will take a step in the direction I want her 
to (right).

When she takes that first step, I immediately 
take my leg off her and drop the reins (reliev-

ing all contact with her mouth), sit still, and 
pat her so it becomes clear to her that she did 
something right.  I let her sit a minute to think 
about this before asking again.  I ask again in 
the same way a couple more times and give 
instant relief of pressure the instant she takes 
one step in the right direction.  Even though 
it is one step, it is a starting point and I can 
build on that.

Next, I pull the colt off the wall, ride quietly 
around a couple of circles, and give her a 
break and time to think.  Then I go back to 
the fence and ask again.  I like to concentrate 
on the same direction for the entire training 
session to keep it clear and easy.  If the colt 
refuses to move, I step up the pressure by 
bumping harder until I get a response.  Always 
remember, if a horse is not trying or moving its 
feet, you can’t train.  As long as she is moving 
her feet, you can teach her and direct motion 
the way you want.  If there is no try and move-
ment, you can’t train.

I spend a lot of time on this exercise, getting 
one step, then two or three in a row, and get-
ting her more relaxed and moving fluidly as I 
go.  As I progress, I add more degrees of dif-
ficulty as the horse learns ad can handle it.  
Getting the colt off your leg is very important.  
You will use this in nearly every maneuver 
throughout the training process.  After the 
colt is pretty consistent with one side, then I 
switch and work on the other side for a couple 
of training sessions.  Then bring both sides to-
gether in a training session.  Remember rep-
etition is how you get the colt solid and con-
sistent.  Just because she has it today doesn’t 
mean she will have it next week if we don’t 
keep asking and refining her.

Happy Riding,
Monty Bruce

Using Body Control & Asking 
the Colt to side Pass by Monty Bruce

Monty Bruce is a multi-time Reined 
Cow Horse and Reining Futurity and 
Derby champion. Monty, his assistants, 
and students have won numerous 
World and Reserve championships and 
are continuing to succeed in the show 
pen.

The Monty Bruce Training Center 
is a full service equine facility that 
specializes in Reined Cow Horse, 
Reining, and the Performance Horse.  
The Center strives to provide superior 
care and training for all equine needs. 
Visit MontyBruce.com for more info.
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Each horse progresses at his own pace, 
so there is no set time to move on to faster 
speeds.  Each horse must be treated as an in-
dividual and allowed to progress at his own 
rate, rather than being pushed.  Using common 
sense, you can learn to read your horse and 
determine the amount of time that should be 
spent on each stage of training.

Having a good handle on your horse will help 
tremendously in your barrel training.  Don’t 
hesitate to solicit the help of a professional 
trainer, such as a cutting or reining horse 
trainer or someone you look up to.

The race can be lost if you get off to a bad 
start.  Keep your horse as calm as possible 
so he doesn’t get upset or too excited in the 
alley.  Stay relaxed in the saddle and don’t al-
low yourself to get tight and nervous.  Horses 
pick up on rider stiffness and get nervous, too, 
becoming tense and stiff.  If a horse gets hot 
and mad in the alleyway during early training, 
he will dread going into the arena and try to 
figure out ways to avoid it.  Ride him into the 
alleyway often and just let him stand.  This is 
also a good place to dismount and loosen your 
girth before you quit.  It will get him looking 
forward to entering the alley.

Begin teaching the pattern at a controlled 
walk or trot. 

A horse can learn more at a slow controlled 
pace.  Start out in a good training bit such as 
an O-Ring or a light bit with either split reins 

or longer barrel reins.  Riding to the first bar-
rel two-handed can help balance your horse’s 
head and body going into, around and leaving 
the barrel.

When approaching the barrel, picking the cor-
rect pocket is crucial.  The horse must have 
room to turn.  Give him room going into the 
barrel and then line up straight leaving it (see 
diagram of distance approaching each bar-
rel).  If a horse is going in too close, he has 
to take the room coming out of the barrel, and 
he will then be out of position to leave it cor-
rectly.  Thus, he cannot make a good turn on 
the next one.

To help the horse give the room needed go-
ing into and around the first barrel, try work-
ing with markers around each barrel.  Markers 
such as pylons or tires will work to mark the 
pathway to each barrel.  This is a teaching aid, 
not only for the barrel horse, but also helps 
remind the barrel racer where the horse needs 
to be.  Later, remove all the tires and mark-
ers to make sure that you are still giving the 
proper room.  Also you need to do some prac-
tice without markers so you and your horse do 
not depend on them. 

The space between the markers and the bar-
rel will depend on how much room your horse 
needs to turn the barrel and his style of turn-
ing.

When the horse is doing well at a trot, gradual-
ly increase his speed.  At this point in training, 

it is very important to realize that you can’t 
lope or run him around the barrels as much 
as you did during the trotting stage or it will 
sour him.  Body language is a crucial part of 
training, even at this early stage.  If we ask our 
horse to turn, but do nothing with our body, 
we are not communicating clearly.  When ask-
ing your horse to turn, you need to be thinking 
about turning your upper body.  When asking a 
horse to get down into the ground to stop, you 
must sit deep and communicate clearly.

Remember, during any type of training, do not 
rush yourself or your horse!  Always start at a 
walk and increase speed little by little ONLY 
after you and your horse are very comfortable. 
Proper training takes time:  use that time to 
master communication with your horse.  And 
always remember perfect practice makes per-
fect!  See you at the pay window.

by Martha Josey

Training: Take Things
s L o W L Y

Martha Josey personifies barrel racing 
for many people. She was the first and 
only cowgirl to qualify for the National 
Finals Rodeo in four consecutive 
decades. She has the distinction of 
winning both the AQHA and WPRA 
World Championships in the same year. 
Her career has stretched, win-to-win, 
over four decades. 
  
For more information, visit 
BarrelRacers.com.

Pocket Right TurnPocket Left TurnPocket Right Turn
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Have you ever thought about HOW you read a cow?  What are the mech-
anisms in place?  Recently, I was asked, “How do you develop an ability 
to read a cow?”  That was an interesting question for me and got me 
thinking about how someone learns to do that.

Some people have never been around cattle so learning about reading 
a cow would be novel.  Others who have been with cattle for a lifetime 
might still have a challenge reading a cow in the show arena. 

If you are having challenges reading a cow, here are some ideas to try:  
1. Instead of just telling yourself to “Watch the cow,” coach yourself 
to “Read the cow”.  There’s a huge difference in these two phrases.  
There’s something in the power of words that often makes things hap-
pen, simply by the meaning of the word.  “Watch the cow” suggests to 
me a rather benign (and somewhat passive) role of keeping your eyes 
directed on the cow.  That’s it.  Just watch.  “Read the cow” gives you 
a job that requires focus, and implies a pending interpretation with a 
follow-up response in your riding.  When you tell yourself to “Read the 
cow,” it automatically puts the cow as the center of attention FIRST.  
Your first job is to interpret the cow’s actions, and then respond.  Try 
coaching yourself over and over and over to “Read the cow”.  Keep say-
ing it to yourself as you work the cow.

2. As you tell yourself to “Read the cow,” focus on making sure you 
engage your core so that you stop with the cow, instead of sitting after 
the cow stops and after your horse stops.  With better timing of the 
stops with your core and with your seat, the rest of the rhythm of the 
turn will fall into place.  One thing I see over and over again is riders so 
focused on which foot to use, or mindful only to get across the pen, or to 
push on the horn, that reading the cow and engaging the core go out the 
window.  When your thoughts are all about reading the cow and making 
sure you use your core and your seat as you think the cow might be 
stopping, as an initial priority, you will give yourself the opportunity to 
be in better sync with the cow and your horse.  This is huge.  With this 
foundation, you can execute all of the other feet mechanics as well.  If 
you get out of rhythm in the stop, things can decline even more into 
feeling way out of whack, which causes even less focus on the cow, 
which causes even more loss of synchronicity with the cow.  This po-
tential downward spiral is all the more reason to make reading the cow 
and sitting quickly for the stops major focuses as critical foundation 
pieces for all else to fall into place.  

3. Make sure your eyes are on the cow AT ALL TIMES.  If you take your 
eyes off the cow, you cannot read it, and you are focused on something 
entirely different.

As you read this, you may want to send me off somewhere beyond the 
wild blue yonder.  I often talk out loud to my horse when I work him as 
if I’m coaching a person.  “Stay cool,” or “It’s all good,” or “C’mon, let’s 
go,” or “Come over here,” or “Watch the cow,” are just a few examples.  
Can the horse I’m riding really understand what I’m saying? I’m not 
sure if my horse understands the words exactly, but one thing I do know 
for sure is he CAN feel the emotion in my voice.

Consider these things as you tune into the power of emotion with your 
horse via your spoken words: 
1.  Your words rally energy within you as well as within your horse, 
putting both you and your horse on a closer page energetically. For ex-
ample, you can calm yourself and your horse with help from your voice 
and words ... or create more focus on what you want, etc.

2.  You can 
monitor so 
OBVIOUS-
LY if you 
are mov-
ing toward 
a state of 
n o t - s o -
p o s i t i v e 
e m o t i o n 
by monitoring the tone in your voice. This is a huge asset to return to a 
more positive state if emotions begin to move in a negative direction.

3.  You can have great fun with your horse by talking to him.

4.  It’s an easy, natural tool to implement.

Words are incredible tools.  They begin in your mind where you think 
you are “safe” ... safe at least from other people placing a judgment on 
them.  While it’s true that unspoken thoughts are “hidden”, their pro-
found effect can never be denied.  That’s because words as thoughts 
evoke emotion ... so how you are feeling is largely dependent on your 
thoughts.  Here’s another proven fact ... in order to ride at your best, 
you must be in a state of calm, yet energized and focused emotion.  
Given those two facts ... words shape emotion ... and ultimately how 
we ride has so much to do with how we feel ... words become very 
important. They have power! 

There are three ways to channel the power of words in your mind:
1.  Be willing to become acutely aware ... vigilant ... about what you are 
thinking. Keep the words in your thoughts focused on what you want 
to happen.  

2.  When you find your thoughts drifting to the unwanted (which causes 
tension and fear), tell yourself to “let go” of these thoughts and choose 
______ (what you really want). Use the technique, “I choose _______ 
instead”. 

3.  Purposefully choose to think in words that evoke positive emotion ... 
soft, open, willing, loose, relaxed, authoritative, confident, cool, focused 
... these are just a few examples of the kinds of words that emit a range 
of feelings you want when you ride.

4.  Script your riding time. Plan deliberately what you will say to your-
self with descriptive words that evoke positive emotion. This is one of 
the most awesome mental tools you can employ. 

We are the keeper of our words in our thoughts on the inside.  Ex-
periment with powerful scripts that excite you ... let go of what doesn’t 
serve you ... choose differently ... and see what happens on the outside. 

How to Learn to 
Read a Cow

Barbra  is a personal performance coach for all riders, a cutting 
horse trainer, author, speaker, clinician and 2012 National Cowgirl 
Hall of Fame Inductee.  Visit her Blog and signup to receive her 
FREE monthly email newsletter, “News From Barbra”. 

Go now to BarbraSchulte.com.

The Power of Words on the Inside

Do you Talk to your Horse?

by Barbra Schulte
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I was recently performing at a Horse Expo and had a fun experience. I 
participated in a joint presentation with a Grand Prix Level - Dressage 
rider. We each performed maneuvers specific to our riding disciplines. 
She demonstrated the passage, piaffe, half pass and canter pirouette. I 
performed spins, sliding stops, large fast circles and flying lead chang-
es. We talked about some of the differences in our training styles and 
also emphasized the many similarities. The demonstration reminded me 
of a training exercise that I use that has its roots in the discipline of 
dressage. Dressage aficionados know this as the “haunches-in” ma-
neuver.
 
The haunches-in maneuver (known in dressage circles as “travers”), is 
important for the western horse to properly execute canter departures, 
flying lead changes and even turn-arounds. Without refined hindquar-
ters control the advanced maneuvers become problematic.

There are two pre-requisites to performing a proper “haunches-in.” 
First, you must have a certain degree of collection with your horse. 
When you pick up on the bridle reins, your horse should soften in the 
face, yield at the poll and give you a soft feel. Second, your horse must 
understand how to yield away from your leg, both to the left and to 
the right. With these conditioned responses in place, your horse is ready 
to perform the “haunches-in” maneuver.

Begin this exercise by walking along the long side of an arena fence 
rail. The goal is to keep your horse’s feet tracking straight ahead, along 
the rail, and the hind end shifting away from the rail making a separate 
set of tracks off-set from the front feet. You want to keep your horse’s 
front end parallel to the fence rail. You need to have just enough bend in 
your horse so that you can see your horse’s inside eye. This will be the 
eye closest to the center of the arena.

You will cue your horse with your outside leg, slightly back and against 
your horse’s side. (Closest to the fence.) You will use your hands to keep 
your horse strait and tracking along the rail. Remember, you want to just 
barely be able to see the corner of your horse’s inside eye. (Eye closest 
to the center of the arena.) If you can see the outside eye, your horse is 
counter bent and out of position.

This body control exercise will not be easy for your horse at first. Make 
sure that you don’t ask for too much too soon. When your horse makes 
any small attempt to yield correctly, reward his effort by releasing and 
allowing him to trot straight for a few strides. As his understanding 
increases, you can ask for more strides of the “trevers.” You will be 
establishing better shoulder control as your horse learns to separate 
and move his body parts independent of each other.

As your horse gains confidence with haunches-in, it will be very easy to 
canter depart on any lead at any time. You will not be dependant on a 
circle to help you pick up a particular lead. If you can keep your horse’s 
shoulder straight and push the hindquarters to the inside, your horse is 
very likely to pick up the lead in that same inside direction.

Perhaps very few western performance riders use the term “haunch-
es-in.” Even fewer would ever speak of “trevers.” However, all of my 
mentors understand the importance of this body control maneuver as 
it relates to advanced performance and athleticism. Haunches-in is a 
building block in the foundation of your training program that will pay 
big dividends on your horsemanship journey!

Richard Winters credentials include World Championship titles 
in the National Reined Cow Horse Association. He is an AA rated 
judge. He has judged the Supreme Extreme Mustang Make-
Over, many NRCHA Club Shows, along with myriad Horse 
Expo Contests. Richard was the 2009 Road to the Horse Colt 
Starting Champion followed by an invitation to be the events 
“Horsemanship Commentator” thereafter.

You can view Richard Winters Horsemanship programming 
on Dish Network HRTV - Channel 398 many times each week.  
You also can “Connect” with Richard Winters on Facebook 
and YouTube. For more information about Richard Winters 
Horsemanship please go to WintersRanch.com.

Haunches-In
by Richard Winters
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I often get asked how long a training session should 
last. That’s a difficult question to answer because a 
training session shouldn’t be about a set length of 
time as much as it should be about how your horse 
is reacting and listening to you. Instead of asking, 
“How long should a training session last?” the ques-
tion should be, “How do I know when to end a train-
ing session?” Read my tips below. 

1.  Your horse has made an improvement from 
yesterday.
When you first teach a horse something, it’s a con-
cept lesson. In the concept lesson, your goal is to get 
the general idea of the lesson across to the horse. 
When you first ask a horse to do something, he won’t 
automatically know what to do. In fact, he’s probably 
going to do everything but what you want him to do. 
For example, when you ask the horse to back up on 
the ground, he’ll probably stick his head up in the 
air and ignore you. He might turn left, he might turn 
right, but the very last thing he’ll try is taking a step 
back. When he takes a step back, if you release the 
pressure, he’ll look for that answer again. However, 
if he takes a step back and you don’t release the 
pressure, he’ll go through that whole cycle of options 
(rearing, ignoring you, turning left, turning right, etc.) 
again. Then he’ll come back to taking a step back-
wards. If you miss releasing the pressure the second 
time, it’ll get even worse. Every time a horse does 
what you want, or even acts like he’s going to do it, 
you’ve got to release the pressure so that he knows 
what the answer is. I’m so obsessed about it that 
when first teaching a horse something if he even 
gives the impression that he’s thinking about doing 
what I want, I’ll still release the pressure. Remember 
that a thought will soon turn into an action. 

When the horse finally does figure out that you want 
him to back up, more than likely, he’s going to back 
up with his head up in the air and his feet are go-
ing to be stiff and bracey. He’s not going to back up 
smoothly. That’s completely normal. You can’t expect 
him to understand the concept of the lesson and to 
back up with energy in his feet with his head and 
neck level all at the same time. First he has to un-
derstand the concept, and then you can build from 
there. You have to establish a starting point. Once the 
horse understands what he’s supposed to do, then 
you can work on perfecting the lesson. But if you try 
to perfect the lesson before the horse understands 
the concept, you’ll run into trouble. 

After the first lesson, you’ll work on perfecting the 
exercise. Each time you work with the horse, you’ll 
look for a little more improvement. From that point 
on, you won’t end a training session before the horse 
has shown some improvement from the day before. 
On the second day of practicing backing up, you’d 
expect him to back up four steps with energy in his 
feet. When you accomplished that, you’d quit and 
move on to something else. 

What you don’t want to do is get your horse softer 
and responding better and then keep drilling on him. 
If you do, you’ll just discourage him. That’s hard for 

by Clinton Anderson

When to end a Training session
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human beings not to do though. We’re greedy creatures. When the 
horse is doing well, we want more. If he takes three energetic steps 
backwards, we want to see six, and then we end up frustrating the 
horse because he doesn’t feel like he gets to win. So always be con-
scious of rewarding the horse when he’s doing well. Remember, a little 
try today turns into a big try tomorrow. 

2.  Your horse has a good attitude. 
Only stop working your horse when he has a good attitude and is re-
specting you as the leader, or at the very least, has a better attitude 
than when you started your training session. When horses first come 
to the ranch for training, especially if they’ve been disrespectful for a 
while, they get worked more than a horse that is respectful and has a 
good attitude. So it really comes down to this – the worse the horse’s 
attitude, the more he’s worked. The better his attitude and the more he 
tries, the less he’s worked. 

You’re telling the horse, “If you come out with a good attitude and try 
everything I ask of you, you won’t have to work as long. However, if 
you come out with a sorry attitude, you’ll work much harder.” If you’re 
consistent with that philosophy your horse will catch on quickly that if 
he has a good attitude and tries, he won’t have to work as long. 

Don’t take what I just said out of context or to the extreme though. 
When you’re working your horse you don’t want to run him out of air to 
the point of exhaustion, no matter how he’s behaving. If a horse runs 
out of air, he’ll only be concentrating on one thing – finding air, and he 
won’t be able to think about what you’re asking him to do. So it would 

be pointless to keep drilling on the exercise and making his feet move. 
You have to let him stop and give him a chance to get his air back. That 
doesn’t mean, however, that you can’t train on him at the same time. 
When you’re letting him air up, desensitize him. He’s already wanting 
to stand still, so use it to your advantage. 

The most important thing to remember is to not quit the horse before 
he’s using the thinking side of his brain and has a good attitude. If you 
quit him when he’s snarly or using the reactive side of his brain, you’ll 
only reinforce that behavior in him. 

3.  Your horse is working well. 
Always end a training session on a good note. If you finish when the 
horse is frustrated or misbehaving, that’s what he’s going to remember 
the next day, and then getting him over his problem will take twice 
as long. If you find that you’re in a time crunch and your horse isn’t 
performing well at a particular exercise, stop what you’re doing, and 
practice an exercise you know the horse can do well. That way you’re 
finishing on a good note, doing something the horse knows how to do, 
is relaxed and is listening to you. 

Sometimes of course, you’re going to have to quit your horse on a note 
you’re not pleased with. That will happen from time to time. To avoid 
that problem, before a training session ask yourself, “How much time 
do I have to train the horse today?” Then plan the session accordingly. 
If you have a limited amount of time, don’t pick a subject you know your 
horse struggles with and you can’t get accomplished in that timeframe. 
Always set yourself up for success, not failure. 

Clinton Anderson is a clinician, horse trainer and competitor. He’s dedicated his life to helping others realize their horsemanship dreams and keeping 
them inspired to achieve their goals. Learn about the Downunder method at DownUnderHorsemanship.com.
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David Markley
Cell: 765-730-8267

runningmhorses@hotmail.com

Athleticism, Sound Minds,
Pedigree & Color

JD STREAKIN DRIFTER
2008 DUN ROAN STALLION

By A Streak Of Fling and Chalamar Drifter, 
Colonel Charge

STREAKIN SHAWNE YUMA
2008 BLUE ROAN STALLION
By A Streak Of Fling si 98 and Sancee Bug, 
Shawne Bug si 101
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By the time this article goes to press the topic 
I’m writing about will be old news, although I 
believe the base of the article will be relevant 
forever.  I’m starting out kind of heavy here, 
not usually my style.  The following text is 
based on my opinion, observations I’ve made, 
and my understanding of the topic I chose to 
discuss.  

In April we went through another bout of EHV.  
This time it struck in the Midwest and not in 
the West.  This time the number of horses af-
fected was smaller than the outbreak a couple 
of years ago.  This time the Barrel horse world 
was up front and center, not the Cutting horse 
world.  And next time, yes, there will be a next 
time, it’ll probably be in a different area of the 
country and a different discipline of horses 
will be affected.

The one thing that seems to be a constant 
is that the horses at most risk are horses 
that spend a lot of time on the road going to 
shows, rodeos, etc.  These are the horses at 
risk because of the added stress and expo-
sure caused by a busy schedule, lots of travel, 
changes in diet and water sources, weather, 
overnight facilities, and a host of other issues.  
These horses can end up with compromised 
immune systems making them more vulner-
able to disease.  I don’t bring this up because I 
think being involved in the show world is a bad 
thing; it’s just the way things are. 

Another constant is that the OMG syndrome is 
out there to create an instant CHICKEN LITTLE 
affect.  Through today’s Social Media, every-
thing is at everyone’s fingertips, literally… 
everything is a CRISIS… and we are all going 
to die……

Ok, let’s get a grip.  When events like EHV 
happen EVERYONE needs to take a breath 
and THINK and don’t be so reactionary.  Think 
about what is happening, why it’s happening, 
where it’s happening, who it’s happening to, 
and so on.  So take a minute. Do you fit into 
any of the categories mentioned?  Chances 
are you don’t.  If you do, take all precautions 
to prevent a bigger problem.

We all spend a great deal of time working with 
our horses to get them to use the THINKING 
side of their brain and not the REACTIONARY 
side.  Why should we be any different?  As long 
as your horse is thinking things go quite well.  
It’s when he goes into reactionary mode that 

things get dicey, 
and you could 
have a wreck.  
I understand the 
folks involved in 
events like EHV 
have a heavy 
load and the 
world, as they 
see it, is falling 
in around them.  
I empathize with 
them because it 
SUCKS to lose 
a horse.  I also 
know that the 
real number of 
horses and folks 
affected by events like EHV are VERY SMALL 
in the grand scheme.  I also know that for the 
few affected this is a really big deal, and for 
the many it’s not, except for the folks that al-
low issues like EHV to create hysteria in their 
minds.  

If you have good housekeeping, maintain good 
animal husbandry, use a sound vaccination 
program and keep your animals at home most 
of the time you will have little chance of ever 
having to go through events like EHV.  

By doing all of the above you’ll have given your 
horse everything he needs to be able to ward 
off infections and you’ve helped him build a 
strong immune system so you can feel free to 
go on your weekend trips to different areas for 
trail rides with friends.  You can do whatever 
you wish with your horse and feel good know-
ing you’ve done all you can to keep your horse 
safe.  If you still have doubts, certainly, contact 
your Veterinarian for his or her opinion.

Earlier I mentioned keeping your horse at 
home most of the time, I don’t mean you 
should not go anywhere with your horse, I 
mean that through the course of a year the 
number of days your horse is home is far more 
than the days he is out doing trail rides, rodeos 
or shows.  Again, the point is that your horse 
is not the horse that is on the road 300 days 
a year doing his thing.  These horses are in a 
totally different group.

This spring lots of horse related events were 
canceled because of the outbreak of EHV.  The 
horse world in the Midwest was hamstrung 
for a couple of months, creating havoc with 

lots of lives and professions.  Some cancella-
tions were certainly necessary and some were 
just a result of the OMG syndrome I mentioned 
earlier.  

During the Minnesota Horse Expo I talked to 
lots of folks that had lots of questions about 
their future plans with their horse.  Several of 
them thought they would just stay home be-
cause of worry.  They were either caught up 
in the hype or were completely misinformed 
about the EHV issue.  After spending some 
time with them and helping them understand 
the issue without the hype, I could see the 
weight slide off of their shoulders.  Once they 
had a better understanding they were ready to 
get back at enjoying their summer, with their 
horse.  

I also talked to some professionals that had 
experienced a huge slump in business be-
cause of cancellations of clinics, and other 
events they were involved in.  Again, some of 
the caution was needed but most of the deci-
sions to cancel events were because of fear 
that had been raised by an uninformed, hyped 
up, non-thinking public that has way too much 
time on their hands.  

I know I’m on a soap box, but there are lots of 
peoples’ livelihoods at stake here and there’s 
no good reason they should suffer.  There’s no 
good reason that folks can’t feel good about 
taking their horse away from home to partici-
pate in their activity of choice, either.  One ca-
veat, if you have a horse in a barn that is under 
quarantine because of EHV you have to stay 
home. Stating the obvious I know, but… 

Some of you are reading this and getting mad 

THInK
Before Reacting

by Doug Lindgren
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and some are thinking, yes finally, someone is 
talking good common sense.  Either way I just 
want everyone to think things through before 
they start rattling on their favorite social me-
dia venue.  In this instant information / misin-
formation age we need to be responsible and 
be careful to make sure we get it right. 

There is always going to be something OUT 
THERE to get folks stirred up, that’s just human 
nature.  We have to be talking about something 
whether it’s right or wrong.  

My hope is that folks can get their arms 
around the good stuff and spend their time 
outside with their horse, improving him, and 
themselves.  Time with your horse will be 
much better time spent than time spent wor-
rying and hammering on your keyboard.

The next time we have an event like EHV, I be-
lieve “IT’LL BE FINE” when everyone uses their 
head, thinks things through, and takes a deep 
breath before rushing to their Smart Phones 
to text everyone they know that “THE SKY IS 
FALLING!”

Doug and Jody Lindgren own and 
operate Hay Creek Ranch near Nemo, 
South Dakota and HCR-AZ near Oracle, 
Arizona. Doug rides nearly everyday all 
year round training horses to be great 
trail horses. Doug enjoys the best job in 
the world helping his guests and their 
horses have fun on their vacation.

Visit HayCreekRanch.net.

Doug and Jody Lindgren - Nemo, SD 57759
www.haycreekranch.net - contact@haycreekranch.net

Phone: 605-578-1142
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When I was young, during the summers I lived with the Hamer’s – a 
famous Texas Ranger and his ranching family.  I stayed with C.P. and 
Harrison Hamer, who were old time cowboys.  I grew up around men 
who were tough, and from them I learned about the “Cowboy Way”.  
They taught me that a person is all about his word and his reputation.  
That means that if you say you are going to do something, by God do 
it!  If you have a job to do, do it – even if it means staying up all night 
or getting up early.
 
I learned from the men that you either gain or lose respect every day.  
For me, the American West – the cowboy way – is about working for 
what you want.  It’s not about anyone giving it to you.  Nobody can give 
you experience; you have to work at it.  You can’t make a great horse 
without working at it consistently.  The horse keeps us honest in that 
way.
 
I have been working in public for over 20 years doing demonstrations.  
At sixty years old, I am still starting literally hundreds of colts each 
year.  These are horses I have never seen before; I don’t screen them 
first, so I end up getting some very tough horses.  People used to say 
to me, “Craig, aren’t you scared getting on all those horses?”  Now they 
say, “Aren’t you scared getting on all those horses at your age?”  I have 
to stay fit to do that, so when I’m on the road, I work out in the room 
every night.
 
Giving these demonstrations, I don’t just deal with the nature of the 
horse; I am dealing with the nature of the human being.  The nature of 
the human being says, “Craig Cameron’s coming to town?  We’ve got a 
horse for him!” and they bring on the tough ones.  To do that, I have to 
stay physically and mentally tough and I have to be positive.
 
I rode bulls for a long time and that is a sport about positive think-
ing and believing in yourself.  Like my friend Ty Murray says, “Never 
weaken.”  I always try to avoid the bronc ride, but some times you have 
to make one, so you have to be fit and keep a tough attitude.  You don’t 
quit; you cowboy up.  A champion is not a man who never loses – a 
champion is a man who never quits.
 
I see the old cowboy way dying out; and that’s what I wouldn’t want 
us to lose.  The many luxuries we now have in the horse industry have 
become necessities, and I don’t want to see us become soft or depen-
dent on these things.  We need to still be willing to get out there and 
work; to go back to our roots.  Cowboying is such a wonderful thing that 
sometimes I ask myself why anyone would want to do anything else.  
It’s the greatest life in the world.  Not so long ago, being a cowboy was 
about getting up early every day and working the cows.  That’s what I 
like about some of the big riding outfits – the true cowboys are trying 
to hang on to those ways.  This is what being involved with the horses 
does; it brings us back.
 
It concerns me that many of the kids today don’t have a very strong 
work ethic, and they don’t have a sense of history. Our history is essen-

tially about being in a place where you worked for what you got, and it 
should be that way today.  It is about having respect for your elders and 
still saying “yes, sir” and “yes – ma’am.”  When you say “yes-sir” to a 
man who deserves respect, you are also showing respect for yourself.
 
Everyone has a little cowboy in them.  I travel a lot, and for me, the last 
open range is the highway.  I find freedom in going from one place to 
the next.  At times I go to live with the Crow Indians in Montana, and 
I like being with the traditional Indians because they appreciate being 
close to the land and the animals.  Being close to the land is an im-
portant part of getting back to our roots.  In fact, the best place to ride 
a horse is across the countryside; I avoid working in the arena when 
I can.
 
Some of the old ways are disappearing, but as long as there are hors-
es, there will still be a lot of cowboying going on.  Horses have much 
to teach us about 
hard work, attitude, 
and understand-
ing; and sometimes, 
we choose to learn 
the hard way!  The 
amazing thing about 
the horse is that, 
if he kicks you or 
bucks you off; he’ll 
do it with no apolo-
gies and no regrets.  
He won’t turn around 
and say, “Boy, I’m 
sorry about that.”  
Instead, what he is 
trying to say is, “I’ve 
been telling you – 
you should have 
seen it coming!” 
When that happens, 
it’s time to be tough, 
to be humble and to 
work as long and as 
hard as necessary 
to reach an under-
standing with the 
horse.  That is the 
cowboy way.

Work 
for what
you Want

by Craig Cameron

A Native Texan Craig Cameron, 
one of the original clinicians, is 
on the road more than 44 weeks 
a year demonstrating the style of 
horsemanship he has perfected in 
the last 23 years. Called the “public 
defender of the horse,” Craig dedicates 
himself to those who educate their 
horses by first educating themselves. 
Clinic topics range from basic to 
advanced horsemanship, colt starting, 
ranch and cattle work, problem-
solving, reining and trail obstacles. 
Craig has created a program that 
builds confidence and trust between 
man and horse. Rather than fight 
the animal, he offers patience and 
understanding that leaves the horse 
wanting to do what is asked of him.

You can watch Craig on “Ride Smart 
with Craig Cameron” on RFD TV 
or visit Craig Cameron’s website, 
CraigCameron.com.

The Cowboy Way, Part 4 of 4
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Recently, a former 
student and friend 
that had been to 
several of my clin-
ics with Ian Fran-
cis said something 
to me that really 
had an impact. It 
was last fall and 
we were wrap-
ping things up on 
the last day of the 
clinic and she said 

to me, “My whole life I have only ever thought about winning. But after 
learning all the detailed steps the horses must go through in order to 
prepare them to win and then going home and applying it to my horses, 
I have begun to really enjoy the journey itself as much as I do the win.” 

Winning is important and being successful is what drives most people, 
but I believe it should be kept in perspective. Especially in our sport, 
“winning” can mean a lot of different things. I find that most barrel 
racers, who only focus on winning the 1D, easily become discouraged 
when adversities inevitably arise.

As awesome as it is to win, the problem with ‘just winning’ is that it is 
a fleeting moment, and if a person is interested solely in that fleeting 
moment, they will feel unsuccessful more often than not.  The journey 
to the winner’s circle is full of life lessons, memories, and small accom-
plishments that add up to big rewards.  And even if you have already 
won, there is always room to improve. Perfection, along with winning 
drives me. I can honestly say that I have only had one run in my entire 
life that I would call “perfect”.  After that run, it instantly became one 
of my goals to do it again.  It has been years since, and I still visualize 
what it felt like and it is still one of my goals I work toward every day 
in the practice pen.  But in my daily quest toward my long-time goal 
of a perfect run, I celebrate all the small victories along the way. I am 
thrilled with a two year old that picks up a correct lead or running a 
placing time on a youngster who had been struggling.

Barrel racing is a competitive sport and everyone wants to win, myself 

included. However, I believe just like my friend came to realize, there 
is so much to gain in understanding and fulfillment in the process you 
go through with your horses before the actual win. I have often felt that 
people who skip straight to the top are somehow never as satisfied.  
A good example is a mountain climber. If the climber was only inter-
ested in being on top of the mountain, chances are he would charter a 
helicopter to land him there. But his purpose is to climb the mountain 
himself, with the skills and knowledge he has gained in training, and 
all the strength he has acquired in preparation. Then, the moment that 
climber reaches the summit; he feels an overwhelming sense of ac-
complishment. I think the same is true for running barrels. 

Losing is not enjoyable for anyone and I do not want to ever be satisfied 
with losing. However, I do believe barrel racers can benefit as much 
from losing as from winning with an open mind to learn from mistakes 
and then move on. Michael Jordan, one of the greatest basketball play-
ers of all time, talks about how his failures allowed him to be success-
ful in the film, Michael Jordan to the Max. I love this quote in particular; 
“I’ve missed more than 9,000 shots in my career. I’ve lost almost 300 
games and 26 times, I’ve been trusted to take the game winning shot 
and missed. I’ve failed over and over and over again in my life. And that 
is why I succeed.”  He also said, “Success isn’t something you chase. It 
is something you have to put forth the effort for constantly; then maybe 
it’ll come when you least expect it.” Winning is never guaranteed, so I 
feel strongly that it is important to love the whole process.

The same is true of our lives. The things that we work the hardest for 
usually mean the most and give the greatest sense of accomplishment. 
The truth is that the journey to achieving your goal is the most exciting 
part. Barrel racing, like life, is a roller coaster ride. There will always be 
highs, lows and obstacles to overcome.

The drive to win first place, if not kept in realistic perspective, can 
become detrimental to both you and your horse. Be realistic in setting 
your goals, and don’t forget that your horse will experience the same 
emotions you do. As the rider, you should be aware of your horse’s abil-
ity and skill level when setting goals, so that you can easily recognize 
when your horse has been successful. Feeling a sense of accomplish-
ment will give your horse a sense of accomplishment and confidence 
to take that next step.

Focus on the process more than the win. It 
will ensure that you don’t skip steps in your 
horse’s training and seasoning. Mountains 
are climbed one step at a time. Barrel rac-
ing is tricky business. One slip and you are 
out of the money. So be happy with daily 
improvements, do not be discouraged by 
failures, and realize that a strong work eth-
ic is the key to success and satisfaction. I 
honestly feel that winning first place is a 
gift from God. When it does happen, take 
the time to be thankful and reflect back on 
all the work you put in to get to that point. 
Enjoy your journey.

STRONG WORk ETHIC IS 
Key to Success

More information about Dena 
can be found on her website: 
www.DenaKirkpatrick.com.
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Question:  I have a mare that suddenly began switching leads behind about 
a year ago. We worked on holding the canter and that worked for a few 
months, but recently she has gone to not wanting to get off of the left lead. 
When I try to put her on the right she’ll switch behind, preferring cross-
cantering to staying on the right lead. The vet did a lameness evaluation and 
could find nothing in the stifles or hocks. I notice she’s becoming extremely 
short-strided behind, some days are worse than others. I get worse when 
she has a few days off, but I don’t feel that working her is helping 
as overall it has gotten worse over time. I also notice in the pad-
dock that when she rests the hind leg she will sometimes stomp 
her foot on the ground when the leg relaxes. Can you tell me what 
muscles may be causing this, and what I can do about it?

Answer:  This problem falls into the category of undiagnosed, in-
termittent or what I call “mystery lamenesses” behind.  “Some-
thing” is going on but the vet isn’t finding any joint or soft tissue 
damage in the feet or lower legs. The next place to look is higher 
up. I wish I could tell you correctly what specific muscle is caus-
ing the problem in your case... but since it’s “mystery lameness” 
I can’t.

I can tell you that this type of problem comes up a lot in working 
horses, and there are some things you can do that may help. I’m 
going to give you part 1 of the long version, as it helps to know 
what other things are going on with the hind end, and where the 
problem might be coming from. A lot of what the problem is, is 
guess work; but what matters is results. You do some guessing 
(form an opinion), do some work, if it gets results, good! Maybe you 
were right about what it was, maybe you were wrong, but if you get 
results, that’s what matters. 

First let’s get an overall picture of the hind end, above the legs.  The 
hind end junction (sacroiliac/sacrolumbar junction) is like a huge 
joint, involving huge bones  (sacrum, pelvis, lumbar vertebrae), 
huge ligaments (sacroiliac, sacrotuberous), huge driving muscles 
(gluteals, hamstrings) and deep muscles (psoas, iliac, groins). 

The power of the forward driving muscles of the legs - such as the 
gluteals and hamstrings -  transfer from the hind limbs into the 
body through this junction. The strain put on the deeper muscles 
and ligaments that support this junction often goes unnoticed until 
a performance problem shows up. 

Problems in this area are often created when something specif-
ic has happened; such as the horse slipping badly, taking a bad 
step, or getting a leg caught in something and pulling to get away. 
However the problem can also be caused by a build-up of tension 
leading to over-straining of this junction when the horse is in train-
ing or work. As this tension accumulates in the deep muscles and 
connective tissue of this junction the horse will continue to do its 
job to the best of its ability -  as horses do – until it shows up as lameness, 
or sometimes before that as abnormal or “bad” behavior. 

Muscle strains in this area often go undetected, with no visible or palpable 
signs of swelling or inflammation. The problem may not necessarily involve 
tears or other damage, but rather the muscle strains or spasms won’t let go. 
The effects of this can be consistent, or can go on intermittently sometimes 
for years. This possibly explains your horse’s behavior when trying to re-
lax. She’s constantly trying to find a comfortable position, and occasionally 
stomps the ground as the muscle(s) involved spasms when it’s trying to 
relax, and she feels it and stomps her foot.

The first thing to do is rule out the possibility of something involving the 
joints, tendons or ligaments of the feet or lower legs. If a vet exam reveals 

nothing in the feet or legs, then the next place to look is higher up in the 
body.  If the sacroiliac (SI) joint is a suspect, you’ll see the veterinarian inject 
the ligaments of this joint with a long needle from the top, or recommend a 
chiropractic adjustment. 

Often the problem isn’t just one thing but rather a chain of things connected 
together by bio-mechanics and pain, involving these deeper muscles under-

neath the SI such as the psoas and deep groin muscles.
The purpose of all this isn’t just to scare you, but to give you an idea of 
what’s going on in the hind end. If there isn’t damage to the muscles or con-
nective tissue involved then often bodywork therapy will help to relieve the 
spasms that may be causing the problem. 

If you choose this route, the good news is you don’t have to know a lot of 
Latin words to help your horse release tension in these deep muscles. You 
just have to know some simple bodywork techniques that will enable the 
horse’s nervous system to relax them, and how to read what your horse is 
telling you when she’s releasing whichever of the soft structures is holding 
the tension. 

Many of these techniques don’t even involve touching the muscles you’re 

Mystery Lameness
By Jim Masterson
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working on, but work with the horse’s nervous system by bringing the horse’s awareness to what it’s been using its survival - or bracing - response to deal 
with. Use of light levels of touch on specific points or areas (so the horse can’t brace against the pressure), movement in a relaxed state, and certain po-
sitions of the legs will allow the horse’s nervous 
system to begin releasing the spasm. 

In the next issue we’ll take look at some tech-
niques that you as an owner can use to help your 
horse release tension in this important junction.
There are many different bits out there, and each 
had its advantages and disadvantages in certain 
situations and applications.  There are two main 
types of equipment available when you are look-
ing at headgear for your horse.  The first is a bit, 
which works off pressure in your horse’s mouth.  
The second is a hackamore, which works mainly 
off pressure on the nose.  There are three main 
sub-categories within each of these types.

Jim Masterson has been the equine 
bodywork therapist for the 2006, 2008, 
2010 and 2012 USEF Endurance Teams, 
and has worked on thousands of horses, 
including equine athletes competing 
in FEI World Cup, Pan American and 
World Equestrian Games competitions.  
He is the author of the book and DVD 
Beyond Horse Massage, and the DVDs 
Equine Massage For Performance Hors-
es and Dressage Movements Revealed. 
Go to  www.mastersonmethod.com for 
more information.
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There are many different bits out there, and each had its advantages and 
disadvantages in certain situations and applications.  There are two main 
types of equipment available when you are looking at headgear for your 
horse.  The first is a bit, which works off pressure in your horse’s mouth.  
The second is a hackamore, which works mainly off pressure on the nose.  
There are three main sub-categories within each of these types.

The first type of bit is called a snaffle.  The term snaffle can be applied to 
any bit where the headstall and rein connect to the same ring.  There are 
many different types of snaffle mouthpieces.  The snaffle does not give you 
any leverage.   A snaffle is generally a mild bit.  Just be aware that you 
never should cross your reins under the horse’s neck and ride so the left 
rein is in your right hand and the right rein in your left hand.  This can cause 
a “nutcracker” effect in the horse’s mouth.   The snaffle is a teaching bit, 
and I like my horses to be trained to do any maneuver, even advanced ones, 
in a snaffle.

The second type of bit is called a shank, curb, or leverage bit.  This type of 
bit is defined as the headstall and rein connecting to different rings on the 
bridle.   There are thousands of different combinations of mouthpieces and 
shanks that can make up a leverage bit.   You can determine how much 
leverage a bit has by making two measurements.  One is from the top of 
the mouthpiece to the top of the purchase (the area between the top of the 
mouthpiece and where the headstall connects to the bit), and the other is 
from the bottom of the mouthpiece to the bottom of the shank.  Then divide 
the shank measurement by the purchase measurement.  For example, if 
your bit has a 2 1/2 “ purchase and a 5” shank, your leverage ratio is 2:1.  
This means that for every pound of pressure you apply on the reins, your 
horse will feel 2 pounds of pressure.

The third type of bit is the signal or spade bit.  These bits are designed to 
communicate with very little rein movement or pressure.  When you pick 
up on the reins of a signal bit, the spade shaped part of the bit will contact 
the roof of the horse’s mouth and move on the tongue, sending a signal that 
the horse has been trained to understand.  Spade bits have a bad reputa-
tion, which is not completely deserved in my opinion.  While it is true that a 
spade bit in rough hands can be very severe and heavy, traditionally spade 
bits were connected to the bit by chains for weight, and these chains were 
supposed to be tied by only one strand of your horse’s tail hair.  If the hair 
broke you were being too heavy handed.  These bits were designed for 
precise communication.

Then you have hackamores, or bitless bridles.  The first type of hackamore 
is called a bozelle.  It works mostly off pressure on the lower jawbone, with 
a little pressure on the nose as well.  It is a basic hackamore, and is almost 
like riding in a more aggressive rope halter.  It is like a snaffle bit in that it is 
direct pull, and does not give you any leverage.  

The second type of hackamore is the mechanical hackamore.  I am going to 
say right off that I really don’t like these, and they are quite possibly my least 
favorite piece of equipment out there.  I have seen horses develop some bad 
habits as a result of mechanical hackamores.  If the hackamore sits too low, 
it will pinch the soft cartilage of the horse’s nose and cut off their air supply 
every time the rider picks up the reins.  This will cause the horse to panic 
and throw his head up in the air to get a breath.  When he does throw his 
head, the hackamore moves temporarily off his nose, rewarding him with 
a breath.  Then the rider will get frustrated at the head throwing, pick up 
the reins, and cut off the horse’s air again. Also, I have seen many horses 
learn to reach sideways and grab the shanks of the mechanical hackamore 
in their teeth, making it so the rider has no effective use of that rein.  The 
mechanical hackamore is similar to a shank bit in that it gives you leverage.  

It applies pressure to the nose, 
curb, and poll.  If you do use a mechanical hackamore, make certain that it is 
adjusted properly and sits above the soft cartilage of the nose so you don’t 
cut off your horse’s air.

The third type of hackamore is called a sidepull hackamore.  This is a little 
like riding in a more aggressive flat nylon halter.  Like all the hackamores, it 
is important that you adjust this properly so it does not cut off your horse’s 
wind.  Most side pull hackamores have a stiff rope nose band, and I have 
found that sometimes it will rub on the bridge of my horse’s nose.  If you 
have that problem, you can wrap it in vet wrap to make it softer.

I believe there is no such thing as a hard mouthed horse.  There are only 
hard headed horses.  Hard headed horses learn to ignore pressure on the 
bridle because people have continually increased the amount of pressure 
they are applying without rewarding the horse for the desired response. 
 
I often get asked when to move to a leverage bit from a snaffle.  I don’t use a 
leverage bit until I can get my horse to do everything I want in a snaffle.  I do 
not use a leverage bit for training purposes, or because I can’t get my horse 
to do something in a snaffle.  The reason I might switch my trained horses to 
a leverage bit is that it is better designed for one handed riding.  Remember 
that if you do switch to a leverage bit, you will need to be very aware of how 
much pressure you are putting on the reins and lighten your hands drasti-
cally from using a snaffle.  When you use a leverage bit, the horse not only 
feels pressure in his mouth, but also on the curb strap and poll.

by ken McNabb
with Katherine Lindsey Meehan

Bits & Bit 
Selection

Together, Ken, his wife DeeDee, and their two young sons Kurt and 
Trent live near Cody , Wyoming where they are dedicated as a family 
to teaching others to dream bigger, ride taller and live happier. A new 
partnership with Diamond Land and Livestock Company, a large cow 
calf and ranch horse operation in Douglas, Wyoming, has also provided 
an excellent location for Ken’s Three Week Apprenticeship Program as 
well as his one week Back in the Saddle and Horsemanship clinic.

For more information on Ken McNaab’s programs call 307-645-3149 or 
go to his website KenMcNabb.com.

Part 2 of 2
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Remember:  The severity of a correction must be in proportion to the 
severity of the offense.  You must learn to read a wrong response ac-
curately to correct it properly.  There are 3 kinds of wrong responses:

The horse just draws a blank and doesn’t understand what you want 
him to do.  In this case, you just continue the cue or repeat the cue. 
 
The horse knows what you want him to do, but the response that you 
have gotten from him has not yet become consistent.  In this case, you 
just reinforce the cue with a stronger leg or stronger hand or more 
exaggerated motion.

The horse responds with blatant disobedience.  If this is the case, you 
enforce the cue with as much pressure as it takes to get a response, but 
always make sure that as soon as a clear, correct response is given, you 
give a release from pressure.  When the horse is blatantly disobeying, 
it is okay if you have to brace and pull with both hands as long as you 
still release immediately when he gives the response.

Too much punishment can be defined as using force, pressure or a se-
vere reprimand after you have gained the correct response.  That might 
happen this way:  You ask the horse to move his body with your leg.  No 
response.  You continue to ask.  This time he still doesn’t move away 
from your leg but actually leans into you.  Then you really ask with a a 
lot of pressure and he just leans into you again.  Now, your next move is 
to keep exerting the pressure, gradually engaging the spur and putting 
on as much pressure, steadily, as you can, until he finally moves away.  
The instant he moves away, your spurring has to cease.  If you don’t 
stop the pressure when the horse responds, it is too much punishment.
Nor does riding have a place for emotion in the process of interacting 
or carrying on this conversation with a horse.  It makes no more sense 
to get angry at a horse than it does to get irritated a rock.

There’s also no place for excessive personification.  Horses do not have 
the range of emotions that humans have.

You never want to punish the horse out of anger, but don’t be afraid to 
correct a horse.  Because he learns that an attitude of obedience and 
acceptance can allow him to get along, you save him from abuse later 
because he has learned the limits early.

Conversely, the more the horse is forced, the more his natural reac-
tions, as far as fear and flight go, overcome the conditioned responses 
that you’re trying to instill.  When that happens, he’s no longer able to 
react with confidence.  All he can do is to try, as quickly as possible, to 

avoid or stop the pain.  A lot of training is done by force, using equip-
ment or rider strength to muscle a horse into the desired behavior.

Forcing a horse to work doesn’t teach a conditioned response – it in-
stills an attitude of avoidance.

That skill of avoiding pain builds and grows just like the attitude of 
acceptance or cooperation in the other scenario.  Like the horse that 
begins to respond more and more quickly to a cue, this horse learns 
how to better avoid the pain.

Eventually the horse that’s trained through force becomes so good at 
avoidance he can avoid 95 percent of what you’re trying to do.

For example:  The horse that has been taught to turn around, back up 
and change leads to avoid pain and force eventually becomes so good 
at avoidance that he avoids walking through the gate in the first place.  
Or, he reverts to that natural flight instinct and “runs off” on a loose 
rein when he gets into the pen.  The jumper does a U-turn before the 
jump; the rope horse refuses to go into the box; the Western pleasure 
horse begins to anticipate commands; and so on.  More principles on 
of interaction and positive consistency in next month’s training article 
with Dick Pieper.

Located in Marietta, Oklahoma, Pieper Ranch is one of the 
most beautiful and functional equine facilities in the country. 
The ranch breeds and develops some of the performance horse 
industry’s top-prospects, and is also home to the legendary cut-
ting horse performer and $8 million dollar sire, Playgun, and 
AQHA Reining World Champion, Texas Kicker.

Dick’s success in the performance industry is legendary, but 
his true gift is his ability to communicate with both people and 
horses. He is a master horseman and one of the most respect-
ed alive today. After his extensive career in the performance 
world, Dick now shares his wisdom and training techniques in 
a series of training videos and clinics known as pieperranch.
com/videos.php, “The Language of Horsemanship.”  His train-
ing philosophy is not about training a show horse. It is about 
getting a solid foundation on your horse so you can go in any 
direction you want. It is good, solid, no nonsense horseman-
ship that should be at the core of any well trained horse.  More 
info can be found at pieperranch.com.

By Dick Pieper with Cheryl Magoteaux Cody

Correction vs. Punishment
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2014

9th Annual Sale
September 20, 2014

OVER 125
STUDS, STARTED &
BROKE GELDINGS

AND MARES,
2014 COLTS
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With 47 years as a reining trainer and coach and three decades as an 
approved National Reining Horse Association Judge, Terry Thompson of 
Aubrey, Texas is well equipped to help Non Pros understand exactly how 
they are evaluated in the contemporary reining arena! He’ll be conducting 
a free seminar, The View from the Judge’s Chair, on August 29 at the Tulsa 
Reining Classic.

A top 100 all-time money earner for the NRHA with over $320,000 in 
Lifetime Earnings, Thompson has won the NRHA Open Derby, All American 
Quarter Horse Congress, and literally hundreds of other major events. Plus, 
his youth and Non Pro riders have earned over 200 world and national 
titles in the Appaloosa industry.

As a judge, he has officiated at the NRHA Futurity five times, and has 
judged almost every breed world championship show. Currently holding a 
judges’ card in the AQHA, APHA, ApHC, PHBA, NSBA, FEI, NRHA and NRCHA, 
he was one of the first-ever FEI judges in reining.
He is a member of the NRHA Judges Committee and Teaching Panel, the 
NRHA Hearing Panel and Non-Pro Committee and is currently the reining 
instructor at the International Equine Judges Seminar.

Most Non Pros, Thompson explains, do not fully understand the scoring 
system and the process by which their runs are evaluated. “There are 
some things most people have never thought about that go into the scor-
ing of their run.”

Colleen McQuay, President of Global Reining Sport Group, which produces 
the Tulsa Reining Classic, has known Thompson for years and admires his 
contribution to the reining world. “Terry has been a leader in our reining 

industry for as long as 
I can remember.  Ex-
tremely competi-
tive as an exhibitor 
he has also been a 
progressive thinker. 
He has contributed 
greatly,   recognizing 
the importance of our 
breeding programs, 
judging programs and 
the need to teach.   As 
a judge he is dedi-
cated to perfecting the 
system and continuing 
education, and his 
credentials and judging 
credits prove that he is 
highly respected and a 
favorite of the exhibi-
tors.  Whether you are 
his friend or someone 
he doesn’t know he will tell you like it is and judge the same.  We are lucky 
to have Terry  as part of our teaching team here at the Tulsa Reining Clas-
sic and I know the McQuay Stables group will be attending the session! “

Cheryl Cody with the Tulsa Reining Classic, noted. “Without exception, we 
find that the Non Pros who attend our events are hungry for information 
and knowledge that can help them in the show ring. We are thrilled to have 
Terry agree to come to Tulsa to hold this seminar. Attending can be an 
important game-changer for exhibitors as far as increasing their competi-
tive skills and knowledge!”

The seminar is currently set for 3:30 pm on Friday, August 29 and will be 
held at the Ford Truck Arena Exhibit Hall.

with Terry Thompson
View from the Judge’s Chair

Tulsa Reining Classic Presents
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Our emotions, or moods, definitely impact the 
time we spend with our horses. One emotion that 
many horse owners experience is fear, although 
most don’t feel safe to admit it. “Many riders are 
naturally brave and competitive, but many are 
not, and sadly, they are made to feel somehow 
stupid or inferior,” says Linda. “Even worse, they 
are pushed into situations that feel threatening or 
even dangerous.”

“Horses are natural followers who are looking for 
natural leaders. As prey animals, horses are cow-
ards, claustrophobics and ‘panicaholics.’  They 
expect you to be the brave one,” says Pat. “If you 
are afraid of your horse, you need to find out what 
is going on.”

Pat explains that fear is often caused by thinking 
you should be riding your horse and doing what 
everyone else is doing. The Parelli Program em-
phasizes that horses are for way more than rid-
ing, and teaches you how to play on the ground, 
as well as when riding. If you have fear issues, 
playing with your horse on the ground and do-
ing things with him that don’t necessarily include 
riding can help you gain confidence and move 
past that fear. 

“Not only can you do amazing things on the 
ground with them,” Pat notes, “but horses tend 
to teach us about ourselves, in ways we cannot 
even imagine.”  

Many horse owners are nervous around their 
horses because they don’t feel in control of the 
situation. 

“Unfortunately, many people getting into horses 
for the first time are pushed into doing things, 
such as getting on the horse, before they are 
mentally and emotionally ready,” Linda points 
out. “At Parelli, we believe in developing a trust-
ing relationship with the horse before ever think-
ing about getting on his back. It makes sense that 
this would be what the horse prefers, too.”

We’ve all seen the sad spectacle of someone 
taking out their anger on a horse. As respon-
sible horse owners, this is one emotion that we 
must keep out of the equation because it’s not 
the horse’s fault.  “Your anger is something that 
horses do not deserve to feel,” says Linda. “It ter-
rifies them.”

Like it or not, our horses consider us as “preda-
tors” and because they are prey animals, they 
aren’t capable of discerning the difference be-

tween an ag-
gressive or 
f r i g h t e n e d 
predator. To 
the horse, 
whether you 
approach him 
with anger 
or fear, you 
are tense and 
have an un-
bearable en-
ergy, which 
comes across 
to him as 
e m o t i o n a l l y 
u n b a l a n c e d 
and out of 
control. He in-
nately knows 
that aggres-
sive predators 
have preyed 
on horses for millions of years and need to be 
avoided at all costs.

Some owners use the excuse that their horse 
“makes” them angry because of things he does.  
“If your horse ‘makes’ you angry, chances are 
you are an angry person and you don’t know 
how to maintain your composure in situations 
you don’t know how to handle because you are 
not really emotionally fit,” says Pat.    “When you 
get angry with your horse, it’s probably because 
he’s not doing what you want. He’s not going 
to react favorably when you lose your temper 
because he thinks you are going to kill and eat 
him! His instincts prevail and he’ll do whatever it 
takes to survive.... run off, rear, buck, strike, kick, 
freak out…do whatever it takes to get rid of that 
PREDATOR!”

“Horses can teach us a lot about ourselves. It’s 
not about anger management so much as real-
izing that we have run out of knowledge, and 
that’s what triggers our emotions of fear, frustra-
tion, anger, or anxiety,” notes Linda.  “The more 
we know, the less we will get frustrated or angry, 
mainly because we learn how to set things up 
for success rather than be the victim of accident 
or failure.”

FOCUS ON THE PRESENT
Take a lesson from your horse and make an ef-
fort to live in the present, especially when you are 
around him. It becomes easier to enjoy your time 
together if you can learn to consciously let go of 

negative emotions.  “Horses LOVE happy humans 
and you cannot fake that,” says Linda. “To me, 
the definition of ‘happiness’ is being content with 
the present. It’s hard to do anything meaningful 
in the future if you’re coming from a position of 
dissatisfaction in the present. Horses can help us 
learn to cherish every present moment. Parelli is 
all about learning how to become the kind of per-
son horses want to be with, feel safe with, and 
will do anything for.“  “This is way more than a 
‘horse training’ program,” adds Pat. “It’s all about 
self development. It’s learning how to get so good 
with horses that even your horse thinks you’re 
good.”

By Pat Parelli

Horse 
Relationship

Pat Parelli coined the term “natural 
horsemanship” and founded his 
program based on a foundation 
of love, language and leadership. 
Together with his wife Linda, Pat 
has spread PNH across the globe 
with campuses in the United States, 
United Kingdom and Australia.  //  
ParelliConnect.com. 

EMOTIONS & YOUR
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I would like to build further on my previous article discussing the use of Adequan and Legend for joint 
therapy.  We know that approximately 60% of the lameness in horses is due to osteoarthritis (OA) 
(Figures 1 & 2).  When this cannot be controlled by systemic medications our next options may be 
intra-articular (IA) therapy.  We talked before about inflammation causing the normal protective joint 
lubrication to become watery.  This decreased protection of the surface and lining accelerates the wear 
and tear of the joint.  This presents to us as lameness, pain, heat or poor athletic performance.

Hyaluronic acid (HA) and Glycoaminoglycans (GCAG) are continually being produced within the joint 
but are being broken down at an accelerated rate due to inflammation.  This has two effects; it allows 
increased friction between the joint surfaces and more fibrin production.  The fibrin is created from the 
horses’ blood to help clear the debris that is created secondary to the injury.  If the injury is significant 
enough or chronic the joint may not be able to heal itself and we need to intervene.

When presented with a lame horse we must first 
determine if it is due to a joint injury.  If so then we 
must know if there is excess debris that needs to 
be treated surgically.  Several therapeutic options 
are available to treat non surgical joint injuries.  
These can be done individually or in combinations.

1.  Cortisone with or without Hyaluronic acid (HA):  
Cortisone is a very potent anti inflammatory agent 
and in small doses can actually protect the articu-
lar cartilage.  I prefer to always combine it with HA.

2.  Adequan:  Intra-articular Adequan is not used 
as commonly but I have found it effective in some 
cases that did not respond to cortisone and HA. It 
helps protect the cartilage by repairing the sponge 
like effect that resists concussive injuries during 
work.

3.  IRAP (Interleukin Receptor Antagonist Protein):  
IRAP uses the horses’ own blood that is incubated 
with “magic” beads over night.  The serum is then 
filtered and injected into the affected joint.  It has 
anti-inflammatory factors that bind to mediators of 
inflammation (Figure 3).

4.  PRP (Platelet Rich 
Plasma):  This is again 

made from the horses’ own blood and spun to concentrate the platelets.  
PRP contains growth factors that signal the bodies healing mechanism.

5.  Stem Cells:  Evidence suggests, and in my experience, bone marrow 
derived stem cells can help replace damaged and degenerating cartilage.

What is common throughout these therapies is we are trying to set up an 
environment that allows the horses body to heal itself.  Short term therapy 
to just stop the pain can result in further long term damage.  Our team looks 
at  each horse as an individual and balances the short term athletic needs 
and the long term health and welfare of your horse.

Intra-articular 
Joint Therapy in 
the sport Horse

by Charles Johnson, DVM

“It’s all about the horse…”  We strive to maximize the quality of 
life for our equine patients by providing compassionate care with 
the utmost attention to the individual needs of the horse and the 
clients we serve.”

Wisconsin Equine Clinic and Hospital
39151 Delafield Road,
Oconomowoc, WI   53066
www.wisconsinequineclinic.com

Figure 1 Stifle OA

Figure 2 Hock OA Figure 2 Hock OA
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Horse owners, breeding farm managers and 
veterinarians currently utilizing embryo trans-
fer owe a great deal to the early pioneers in 
the field of embryo biology.  More than 100 
years of research, initially performed in spe-
cies other than the horse, has made equine 
embryo collection, manipulation and transfer 
a clinical procedure that is now routinely per-
formed throughout the world.  This review is 
intended to be a tribute to the efforts of our 
predecessors and a documentation of the 
milestones in equine embryo transfer.

The first successful production of live young 
by embryo transfer was performed in rabbits 
in 1890.  Rabbits were used extensively as 
research models in the field of embryology 
throughout the end of the 19th century and the 
early decades of the 20th century.  Success-
ful transfers of rat and mouse embryos were 
initially performed in the 1930’s.  Early efforts 
in embryo biology of large animal species also 
began in this decade.

The first successful transfer of sheep, pig 
and cattle embryos was reported in the early 
1950’s.  Surgical transfer of embryos into the 
uterus of the recipient was the most success-

ful technique used in the early days.  Birth 
of calves and pigs following nonsurgical, 
transcervical embryo transfer were reported 
in the 1960’s.  However, it was not until the 
mid-1970’s that transcervical embryo transfer 
replaced surgical embryo transfer as a routine 
procedure in cattle.

In 1972 researchers reported the birth of live 
mouse offspring that were derived from em-
bryos that had been frozen, thawed and sub-
sequently transferred.  A year later came a 
report of the first calf born following transfer 
of a frozen-thawed embryo.

Transport of embryos over long distances was 
first accomplished in the early 1970’s by plac-
ing pig and sheep embryos in the oviducts of 
rabbits, which were used as biological incuba-
tors.  The 1970’s was also an era of micro-
manipulation and early attempts at in vitro 
fertilization.  The first calf produced from an 
embryo that had been biopsied and the sex 
determined from the biopsy specimen was 
born in 1975.  The first calf produced from in 
vitro fertilization was born in 1981.  This was 
followed by the birth of IVF pigs in 1983 and 
lambs in 1984.  The birth of the lamb ‘Dolly’, 

the first animal born fol-
lowing nuclear transfer 
or cloning, occurred in 
1986.

Milestones in Equine 
Embryo Transfer

• 1974 The first foal pro-
duced by embryo trans-
fer was born (Japan) 

• 1974 First report of 
successful super- ovula-
tion of mares (Wiscon-
sin)

• 1976 Long-distance 
transport of equine 
embryos first reported 
(England)

• 1982 Foal born follow-
ing transfer of a frozen-
thawed embryo (Japan)

• 1984 Production of 
twins following bisec-
tion of an equine embryo 
(Colorado)

• 1987 Technique for 
successful cooling of 
equine embryos report-
ed (Colorado)

• 1988 Birth of first foal following gamete in-
trafallopian transfer (Colorado)

• 1991 Birth of first foal produced by in vitro 
fertilization (France)

• 1996 First foal produced from intracyto- 
plasmic sperm injection (Colorado)

• 2002 Report of 2 foals born following trans-
fer of vitrified oocytes (Colorado)

• 2003 Birth of a mule foal produced by clon-
ing (Idaho)

• 2003 Birth of first horse foal produced by 
cloning (Italy)

Concepts and techniques initially developed in 
other species have been subsequently used by 
equine reproduction specialists over the de-
cades.  The state-of-the-art of equine embryo 
transfer at the present time includes super-
ovulation, transfer of fresh or cooled- trans-
ported embryos and vitrification (ultra- rapid 
freezing) of embryos.  Embryos are also being 
produced in a limited number of specialized 
research laboratories and private reproduc-
tion centers by oocyte transfer, sperm injec-
tion and nuclear transfer.

Basic research fuels advances in applied re-
search and subsequent dispersion of knowl-
edge throughout the equine breeding industry. 
If you would like to help support research in 
the area of equine reproduction, please con-
tact the American Quarter Horse Foundation.

The Equine Reproduction Labora-
tory is part of the Animal Repro-
duction and Biotechnology Labo-
ratory in the College of Veterinary 
Medicine and Biomedical Sciences 
at Colorado State University.  The 
CSU Equine Reproduction Pro-
gram has developed leading-edge 
equine reproduction techniques 
for the equine industry for over 
45 years.  Techniques such as 
collection of semen and artifi-
cial insemination, recovery and 
transfer of equine embryos, ship-
ping cooled semen, and shipping 
cooled embryos are now routine in 
the equine industry, due in large 
part to the research, education, 
and outreach efforts of the CSU 
Equine Reproduction Laboratory.

History of embryo Transfer
by Patrick M. McCue, DVM, PhD

Dipolmate American College of Theriogenologists
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In this article, I will explain how the rider uses 
her seat, one of the rider’s most important yet 
often overlooked aids.  I will explain this by 
using the examples of upward and downward 
transitions.  As the rider puts weight in the 
saddle, the rotation and movement of her hips 
gives the horse the indication to go forward. 
When this rotation and movement decreases, 
it signals the horse to slow or to stop.  The 
best way to show how this works is by using 
simple exercises that you can do at home to 
improve communication using your seat.

Walk-Jog/Trot Transitions Using the Seat

The goal of this exercise is to use your seat, 
rather than hand or leg aids, to signal requests 
for upward and downward transitions from 
walk to trot.  Start by asking your horse to 
walk forward on a large circle.  Gently follow 
his movement with your hips.  Prepare for an 
upward transition to the jog/trot using your 
seat as the main tool for communicating 
to the horse. Do this by first putting more 
weight in your seat.  As you do, rotate your 
hips to follow the horse’s movement and to 
encourage him to increase his speed through 
the action of your seat.  Support this action 
by lightly applying leg aids (if needed) and 
slightly releasing the reins to encourage his 
forward movement.  If needed, reinforce your 
requests with a “cluck.”  He should pick up 
the jog/trot. Continue following his motion 
with your seat.

Jog/trot a segment of the large circle, and 
then turn him to make a smaller circle within 
the large one.  We will use the smaller circle 
to ask him for a downward transition back 
to the walk.  Jog/trot a portion of the small 
circle, and prepare for a downward transition 
using the seat.  Once again, put weight in your 
seat, but this time decrease the movement 
and rotation of your hips with the horse’s 
movement.  He should make a transition from 
jog/trot to the walk in response to your seat 
aid.  Praise him if he does.  Do this exercise 
in both directions.  As your practice this 
exercise, your seat aid will become more 
effective and your horse more responsive. 
You will notice that less leg and voice aids are 
necessary to achieve the transitions.

Jog/Trot to Lope/Canter Transition Using 
the Seat

When the horse is comfortable and 
understands the aids communication you 

are giving him for 
the walk to jog/trot 
transition, it is time 
to try transitions 
from the jog/trot 
to the lope/canter.  
This exercise should 
be done in a large 
fenced paddock or 
pasture. Be sure the 
horse is warmed up 
before starting this 
exercise. Repeat 
the walk to jog/trot 
transition exercise 
to reinforce the 
effectiveness of 
your seat, leg, and 
hand aids.

Start by trotting the horse on a large circle.   
The rider should post to the trot even if using 
a western saddle.  Encourage the horse to 
depart into the canter by using the word 
command “canter” (the horse already should 
have learned this voice command from 
ground training on the longe line or round pen 
or liberty work).  At the same time you give 
the voice command, use your seat and leg 
aids to encourage him to move forward into 
the canter.  Keep a loose contact on the reins, 
lightly positioning him on the arc of the circle. 
Continue following his motion with your seat 
while posting as he increases his speed and 
makes a transition to the lope/canter.  At this 
point, it is important that he canters but not 
important which lead that he takes.  When he 
begins loping/cantering, sit and follow the 
rocking motion of the gait with your seat and 
hips to encourage him to continue cantering.

When a horse has a problem picking up the 
correct lead, the most common cause is 
that the rider is not maintaining the proper 
form and balance.  The rider is not properly 
controlling his/her body position during 
the jog/trot to lope/canter transitions.  To 
achieve this proper control, it requires an 
understanding of the rider’s turning aids.   
So, before we can go into more detail about 
perfecting transitions, we need to understand 
the importance of the rider’s turning aids and 
how they are used to position the horse.

The Turning Aids

Turning or “bending” aids include our hands, 
through the reins, and our legs.  We use these 

aids to control the horse’s direction of travel 
and his body position.  The term “bending” 
may be unfamiliar to some riders.  When the 
bend through the horse’s side is correct, his 
body conforms to the arc of whatever curved 
line he is on.  If a horse is bent properly on a 
circle, we say he is “straight” because he is 
properly following the arc of the circle.  His 
hind feet follow in the tracks of the forelegs 
on a curve.  To be able to do this, he must 
bend.

The primary aids to turn or bend a horse are 
the rider’s outside leg and outside rein.  The 
outside is the side of the horse opposite from 
the direction of the turn.  For example, if I 
want to turn my horse in a circle to the left, 
I turn him using my outside aids — the right 
leg and right rein.  The job of my inside (left) 
leg is to keep the horse forward and out on 
the turn.  My inside (left) rein is used to lightly 
position my horse’s head so that he is looking 
in the direction of the turn.  Let us look at the 
function of each aid in turning or bending a 
horse:

The outside rein functions as the turning 
rein.  It asks the horse to move his shoulders 
to follow the arc of the circle or turn.  When 
using the outside rein, be careful not to move 
the outside hand over the crest of the horse’s 
neck.

The outside leg is positioned slightly behind 
the girth.  It helps to bend the horse’s 
body around the inside leg and keeps his 
hindquarters from swinging out and off the 
arc of the circle or turn.

PALM PARTneRsHIP TRAInInG ™

BUIlDING a ParTNerSHIP
WITH YOUr HOrSeTraining 

outside the Box
               Part 5, by Lynn Palm
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The inside rein lightly positions the horse’s 
head in the direction of the turn.  Do this by 
slightly rotating the inside hand as if turning 
a key or opening a doorknob and slightly 
opening the rein in the direction of the turn to 
position the head. 

The inside leg is positioned at the girth.  It 
helps keep the forward momentum.  Also, 
as my friend and Olympic rider, Jane Savoie, 
describes in her wonderful book Cross Train 
Your Horse, “the inside leg serves as a pole 
for the horse to bend around.”

In the next article, I will give you some 
exercises to practice the turning aids and go 
over the bending aids and exercises for using 
them as well.
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Mandy McCutcheon grew up around horses and 
started riding almost before she could walk!  Riding 
horses is definitely a family affair for Mandy – her 
father is TimMcQuay, a renown reining competitor, 
trainer and breeder.  Tim is a  3 time WEG gold medalist 
and an NRHA Million Dollar Rider.  Mandy’s Mother 
is Colleen McQuay, who has earned many USEF 
championships in hunters and also is a multiple 
AQHA World Champion and is a six time Congress 
champion.  Mandy rode reining horses, show jumpers & 
hunters, and would still be riding in both disciplines if she 
had more time!  Equine VIP caught up with Mandy after she 
became an Two Million Dollar Rider – the first non pro and 
first female rider to earn the title.

Were you expected to ride horses when you were growing up?

I wasn’t expected to ride but I wanted to ride all the time!  (Mandy 
jokes) My parents were pretty happy to see me on a horse because 
then they didn’t have to pay a babysitter!  I can remember my first 
horse show at 4 years old for a walk/trot class.  Later, I showed show 
jumpers, hunters and reiners. 

What does it take to compete and become a NRHA Two Million 
Dollar Rider?

Three Million Dollars!!  (Mandy laughs).  I had to show a lot and I was 
fortunate to be able to ride really talented horses.  The competition 
and horses are so much better than they used to be.  I see people 
spending more money to buy better horses now.

What qualities do you look for in your horses?

I need that special “feel” in my horses, when I wrap my legs around 
them at a show, they know their job!  “Always Gotyer Guns Up” was 

one of those horses.  She was owned by my parents and won $171,000 
in her career and I marked the highest score of my career on her.  

Your husband, Tom McCutcheon, is also a top competitor and I 
understand your children are too?

Yes – my husband and I will be representing Team USA at the World 
Equestrian Games in Normandy, France this year.  I’m pretty excited 
because I am the first woman and non-pro rider representing the US 
in Reining.   Our son, Cade, rode at the NRHA Futurity the last three 
years, so that is pretty exciting.  Cade loves it so much and he’s really 
into it.  He may just follow in my father’s and his father’s footsteps 

becoming a trainer.  My daughter is also showing hunters.  We 
love watching both of them doing what they love. 

Tell me about “Yellow Jersey” – the stallion owned by 
your parents McQuay Stables?  

My Father was scheduled to ride him at first but decided to let 
me try him.  He is just such a great horse.  He has a great mind 
along with the talent.  I’ll be taking him to France.  I’m used 
to seeing my Dad at major competitions, but my parents won’t 
be coming this time.   They own and run a show in Tulsa that 
they can’t miss, so they will be watching on the computer.   
Tom, myself and the kids are making the trip, with both Tom 
and I on the team – we felt the kids shouldn’t miss this unique 
opportunity.

Besides The World Equestrian Games, what’s next for you 
and your family?

We started a free website called “Virtual Horse Help”, www.
virtualhorsehelp.com.  It’s a behind the scene blog with 
training tips.   We’ll be filming a lot of fun things from WEG 
and France.

eqUIne VIP 

Mandy 
McCutcheon

talks with

by Susan Ashbrooke

For more information about Mandy McCutcheon, visit her 
website , “Virtual Horse Help”, at www.virtualhorsehelp.com, a 
behind-the-scenes blog with training tips.
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Recently, I saw the term “n-3 PUFA” used in an 
article about supplementing fat for insulin re-
sistant horses.  It discussed a study performed 
at Colorado State University where “n-3 PU-
FAs” were shown to significantly reduce insu-
lin levels.  Great news!  But what in the world 
is an n-3 PUFA?

First, PUFA stands for “polyunsaturated fatty 
acid.”  All fatty substances contain a combi-
nation, in varying amounts, of three types of 
fatty acids:

1. Saturated - the kind you’d find in butter beef 
or coconut oil.

2. Monosaturated (MUFA) - found in high 
amounts in olive oil and rice bran oil.

3. Polyunsaturated (abbreviated PUFA) - more 
complex molecule found in most plants and in 
fish.

There are two main types of PUFAs, which 
are named based on their chemical structure:  
Omega 3 or Omega 6.  The Greek letter, omega, 
is often symbolized in scientific literature by 
an “n” followed by the number.

The omega 6 PUFA, symbolized by n-6 and 
known as linoleic acid, is important because 
the horse cannot produce it; therefore, it is 
considered “essential” and must be in the 
diet.  A problem occurs when the diet con-
tains too much; high amounts of linoleic acid 
(an n-6 PUFA) can lead to inflammation.  Oils 
from soybean, corn, safflower, sunflower, and 
wheat germ are very high in this specific fatty 
acid.

Omega 3 (n-3) PUFAs are found in three forms:

1.  Eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA) - found in fish 
oils

2.  Docosahexaenoic acid (DHA) - also found 
in fish oils

3.  Alpha linolenic acid (ALA) - found in high 
amounts in flax, chia, and fresh grasses.  ALA 
is also “essential” and can be converted to the 
other two n-3 PUFAs. 

Back to the good news:  while all fat is high in 
calories, foods that are high in n-3 PUFAs can 
lower blood insulin levels, which helps reduce 
fat storage and lessen the risk of laminitis.

For more about fats, visit library at 
www.GettyEquineNutrition.com and read “Fat 

is Fat, Right? Check Your 
Omegas!” And keep learn-
ing by listening to the re-
corded teleseminar, “A 
Clear View of Fat – Types, 
Sources, and Benefits.”
                     
Juliet M. Getty, Ph.D. is an 
internationally respected, 
independent equine nutri-
tionist who believes that 
optimizing horse health 
comes from understanding how the horse’s 
physiology and instincts determine the cor-
rect feeding and nutrition practices. She is 
the Contributing Nutrition Editor for the Horse 
Journal, and is available for private consulta-
tions and speaking engagements.

Keep learning with Dr. Getty! At 
www.gettyequinenutrition.com, sign up for 
her informative, free monthly newsletter, For-
age for Thought; browse her library of refer-
ence articles; search her nutrition forum; and 
purchase recordings of her informative tele-
seminars. You can also pick up copies of her 

books, including Dr. Getty’s comprehensive 
reference, Feed Your Horse Like A Horse along 
with the various volumes in her Spotlight on 
Equine Nutrition Series. The latest book shines 
a light on the intricacies of Equine Digestion 
- It’s Decidedly Different; it’s available now 
through Dr. Getty’s site, and in print and Kindle 
formats on Amazon.

Dr. Getty will be presenting at Equine Affaire, in 
West Springfield, Massachusetts on November 
9 and 10. For schedules and other information 
about Equine Affaire, visit www.equineaffaire.
com/massachusetts.  Contact Dr. Getty direct-
ly at gettyequinenutrition@gmail.com.

And why should 
you care?
by Juliet M. Getty, Ph.D.

WHAT Is An n-3 PUFA?

Juliet M. Getty, Ph.D. is an internationally respected, independent equine nutritionist. Author of  
the comprehensive resource book Feed Your Horse Like a Horse and the topic-centered Spotlight 
on Equine Nutrition series, available through her website, www.GettyEquineNutrition.com.
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NRHA 
Inside 
Reining 
on 
RFD-TV
Tuesdays at 2 p.m. / 10 p.m. CDT
Dish 231, DirecTV 345 (plus 600 other 
local providers).
  
Watch worldwide reining event coverage, 
training secrets, an all-new season of “Your 
Horse, Inside and Out, with Dr. Joe Carter,” 
sponsored by Boehringer Ingelheim, and 
join us each week to play “You Be The 
Judge!”

UPCOMING EPISODES
 
July 1 - 2013 NRHA Adequan North Ameri-
can Affiliate Championship

July 8 - NRHA European Derby

July 15 - Florida Classic Open

July 22 - Florida Classic Derby Non Pro

July 29 - World’s Greatest Horseman from 
Fort Worth, TX

Access NRHA Inside Reining on RFD-TV 
(DirectTV 345, Dish 231) and online 24/7!
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ACTHA’s Competitive Year 
2013-2014 Closes with Cavallo 
Horse and Rider’s $10,000 Pay 
Out, Tucker Saddles, Cham-
pionship Jackets, Ovation 
Helmets, More Saddles, Best 
Junior Buckle Ever, and Cham-
pionship Buckles From Molly’s 
Custom Silver That Larry Ma-
han Would Be Proud to wear. 
We asked him!

*Best of all $95,657 raised for charity*

What a year!  The winners in many divisions could 
not be computed until the final event of the year 
on 5/31/14.  The very last day of the ACTHA com-
petitive season annually!  We’ve never had it this 
close.  Fractions of points separated so many!  
But in the end yet another spine tingling year end 
race, two National Champions emerged splitting 
the Cavallo World Series $10,000 pot!  $7,000 to 
the open winner and $3,000 to the pleasure win-
ner.  Second place in the nationals received an 
ACTHA Lifetime Membership for their sportsman-
ship and incredibly close finishes.

It was noted throughout the year that the Cavallo 
Boot has become the foot wear of choice.  Many 
if not most competed barefoot in their Cavallo 
boots and demonstrated the boot’s toughness 
and ease of use.  But most of all the fact that 
Cavallo Boots stay on better than any-other, yet 
are so easy to take off and put on.

“ACTHA’s top contenders competed in close to 
100 events each to win this coveted Cash Prize” 
states Kim Forbes, Director of Member Awards for 
ACTHA.   “I have had the pleasure of overseeing 
the National Champion chase for the generous 
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Jeremy & Candace Barwick
925 Santa Fe Drive

Weatherford, TX

817-594-9210 - offi  ce
817-596-0430 - fax

254-485-2542 - Jeremy's cell

NCHA Summer Spectacular Sales
Summer Select Yearling Sale �

Friday Evening � August 1, 2014
NCHA Summer Spectacular Sale �

Saturday � August 2, 2014

Early consignments include �
BUGZ LIGHTYEAR 2013 sorrel stallion (CD 
Lights x June Bug Dually, by Dual Pep) Dam Earner 
of $222,860
CAROLENAS HOT 2008 sorrel mare (Spots Hot 
x Carolena Moon, by Peptoboonsmal) Earner of 
$57,938
CATTY MATTY 2006 sorrel mare (High Brow 
Cat x Peppy Taquita, by Peppy San Badger) Filly - 
Mr Boonsmal To You; CS - Desires Litt le Rex for 
‘15; 1/2 sister to earners of $94,263
CHROME SPOT 2008 sorrel mare (Spots Hot 
x Prett y Litt le Kitt y, by Smart Litt le Lena) Filly - 
Whiskeynadirtyglass; Sells with breeding to Whis-
keynadirtyglass; 1/2 sister to earners of $478,709
CUTTING CAT 2011 bay stallion (Th ird Cutt ing 
x Camo Cat, by High Brow Cat) Dam is 1/2 sister 
to earners of $331,447
DEZIS LITTLE LENA 2010 sorrel mare (Desires 
Litt le Rex x Quanahs Miss N Reno, by Quanah O 
Lena) Earner of $4,269; 1/2 sister to earners of 
$114,464
DUAL REY CAT 2002 sorrel mare (Dual Rey x 
Most Wanted Cat, by High Brow Cat) Colt - Light 
N Lena; CS - Light N Lena for ‘15; Earner of 
$3,778 - Producer of NCHA money earner
HAL OF A FEVER 2013 sorrel stallion (Halrey-
cious x Safari Fever, by Playin Safari) 1/2 brother 
to earners of $213,894
HERE TO REYMEMBER 2004 sorrel gelding 
(Dual Rey x Rey Lena Girl, by Smart Litt le Lena) 
Earner of $147,721
HICKORYDICKORYDOLLY 1994 sorrel mare 
(Freckles Playboy x Hickorys Leo Girl, by Doc’s 
Hickory) Colt - Metallic Cat; CS - Dual Smart Rey 
for ‘15; NCHA money earner - PE $33,476
LIGHT MY DYNAMITE 2013 sorrel stallion 
(CD Lights x Dyna Badger, by Dynamite Badger) 
Dam Earner of $13,686 - PE $33,613
LITTLE COPYCAT 072 2003 sorrel mare (High 
Brow Cat x Litt le Peppy Peanut, by Justa Swinging 
Peppy) Colt - Light N Lena; CS - Light N Lena for 
‘15; NCHA money earner

LITTLE N SWEET LENA 2001 sorrel mare 
(Smart Litt le Lena x Sweet N Lou, by Haidas Sugar 
Doc) CS - Whiskeynadirtyglass for ‘15; NCHA 
money earner - PE $13,103; 1/2 sister to earners of 
$286,570
MAMAS FIRST CUTTING 2013 sorrel mare 
(Th ird Cutt ing x Mamas Time Soon, by Dual Rey) 
Dam Earner of $7,930; Dam is 1/2 sister to earners 
of $764,822
MAMAS ROYAL SMOOTHIE 2013 red roan 
stallion (Smooth As A Cat x Badabing Badaboon, 
by Peptoboonsmal) Dam PE $4,254; Dam is 1/2 
sister to earners of $193,202
NEAT TESSACAT 2013 sorrel mare (Neat Litt le 
Cat x Typical Red Head, by Typical Hickory) Dam 
is 1/2 sister to earners of $205,220
PENDING 2013 sorrel stallion (Whiskeynadirty-
glass x Chrome Spot, by Spots Hot) Dam is 1/2 
sister to earners of $478,709
PENDING 2013 sorrel gelding (High Brow CD x 
Im A Peptorey, by Peptoboonsmal) Dam Earner of 
$23,506 - Producer of NCHA money earner
REAL SWEET TNT 1998 sorrel mare (Dynamite 
Badger x Real Sweet Tee, by Real Doc) Colt - Deal-
nwithacoolcat; CS - Dealnwithacoolcat for ‘15; 1/2 
sister to earners of $99,560
SHINEE BOON 2013 bay mare (Boon Too Suen 
x Shiney Shorty, by Shorty Lena) Dam Earner of 
$61,933 - PE $142,721
SUEN OR LATOR 2013 sorrel mare (Boon Too 
Suen x Litt le Lena Kate, by Smart Litt le Lena) Dam 
Earner of $3,184
SWEET PEACH TEA 2012 red roan mare (Sweet 
Lil Pepto x Duallys Desert Rose, by Dual Pep) Dam 
PE $6,851
UNCLE SI 2013 sorrel stallion (Stylish Rey x 
Hickorys Bunny, by Doc’s Hickory) Dam Earner of 
$29,535 - PE $83,738
VV WHISKEYBELLADONNA 2013 chestnut 
mare (Whiskeynadirtyglass x Miss Cowboys Toy, 
by Squeak Toy) Dam Earner of $33,417
VVMSWHISKEYSBUSINESS 2013 sorrel mare 
(Whiskeynadirtyglass x Litt le N Sweet Lena, by 
Smart Litt le Lena) Dam is NCHA money earner - 
PE $13,103
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•Humane Lok Tuff Stall Mats
•Harrows 
•Equi-Cushion Arena Footing
•Mill Creek Manure Spreaders

www.manelines.com • Cell 715-828-2640  • tod@wwt.net

2 LOCATIONS

Check out our used saddles online!
             

Sign-up Online to Receive Info on
Special Events and Valuable Coupons!
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Affordable website design and hosting, stallion listings, classifieds, gift 
shopping.  Call for website special rates info!  952-472-1438
Website: www.stallionstation.com

Trade In's Welcome! Financing and delivery available!

Denny’s Trailer Sales
507-352-5491

www.dennystrailersales.com • grell1@hmtel.com 

COMPARE BEFORE YOU BUY!
SAVE $$$ at Denny's Trailer Sales

SERVICES

List Your Products & 
Horses for Sale, 

Stallions, Services & 
Events on our Website!

FREE LISTINGS THRU 2014

CLAssIFIeDs

New and Used Trailers • B&W Hitches • Service is Our Priority!

We offer the following...

TRAILER SALES AND SERVICE
Richard & Sherri Winter
19957 US Hwy 175
Hubbard, Iowa 50122-8568
(641) 864-3275 / 2445 (Fax)

winterviewtrlrs@aol.com

www.winterviewtrailers.com

WINTERVIEW, INC.

* Aluminum Trailers
* Utility & Cargo Trailers
* Steel Trailers Available
* Pick-up Flatbeds
* Installation of B&W 
   Hitches & Brake Controls

Marketplace.HorseDigests.com
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Follow us on all your  favorite
social Media sites @HorseDigest

In an effort to give consumers important 
information regarding the nutritional makeup of 
their horse feed brand of choice, Triple Crown 
Nutrition has launched a feed comparison tool 
that will provide horse owners with a compre-
hensive breakdown of the nutritional differences 
between competing horse feed brands.

“Horse feed is more than just protein, fiber and 
fat. Most any feed mill can assemble feeds that 
mimic others with the same basic guarantees in 
the marketplace,” says Eric Haydt, Triple Crown’s 
Senior Vice President of Business Development. 
“So we created the comparison chart to help 
consumers easily compare feed companies 
side-by-side on other benefits not often under-
stood by many horse owners. We feel param-
eters like how feeds are formulated, the use of 
corn and the use of nutrients such as prebiotics, 
probiotics, organic minerals and yeast cultures 
are important in differentiating feeds.”

The Triple Crown feed comparison tool can be 
accessed by visiting www.triplecrownfeed.com/
compare.

With a well-earned reputation for excellent 
customer service and product transparency, 
Triple Crown is a rarity in the horse feed market 
in that, unlike its competitors, Triple Crown 
concentrates solely on horse feed. Additionally, 
Triple Crown’s approach goes beyond the bottom 
line, as the majority of Triple Crown employees 
are horse owners and lovers interested in creat-
ing products for fellow horse owners and lovers.

Triple Crown Nutrition, Inc., headquartered in 
Wayzata, Minn., is a premium horse nutrition 
company whose products are primarily sold 
through independent feed dealers across the 
United States.

Triple Crown 
nutrition 

Launches Horse 
Feed Compari-

son Tool To Help 
Consumers sift 

Through Crowded 
Feed Market
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Thomas E Hughes - High Brow Cat out of Smart 
Letha - RSNC - Futurity/Maturity Subscribed 
Stallion - Standing at DLR Stallion Station - 2003 
Sorrel Stallion (Offspring Earnings $413,422)
Earner of $393,045 - 2009 Equi-Stat #1 Leading 
6-Year-Old Cutting Money-Earner - NCHA 
Awards: COA, Bronze, Silver, Gold - 979-345-
5070

2011 Reserve World Champion.  
Hard To Get Playboy - Over 450 AQHA 
performance points. $1250 NRCHA earnings. 
Team roping, Calf Roping, Working Cow Horse, 
Reining. Sire: Freckles Playboy, Dam
Uno Bonita Gal - Lil Creek Ranch, Abilene, KS
785-388-2410

Some Kinda CD - great color, conformation, 
disposition & Pedigree. Sire is All Time Leading 
Sire, CD OLENA, NCHA LTE $170,000, Sire of 
offspring earning $13.8 Million) Dam is One of 
Equi-Stat’s All-Time Leading Cutting Producers, 
SOME KINDA PLAYGIRL, NCHA LTE $88,732 
with offspring earning $602,517
Pinkelman Quarter Horses, Bloomfield, NE 68718
402-373-2790

Rey Dual - has LTE of $123,449 - Holmes Perfor-
mance Horses -  RSNC - Futurity/Maturity Sub-
scribed Stallions - Standing at Oswood Stallion 
Station http://www.oswoodstallionstation.com/
reydual.html
LTE $123,449 - (303) 956-1887

CM Nonstop Nitro - AQHA Stallion, Nonstop Bub-
blin x Miss Thorn Doc Bar, Eligible for 5 State 
Breeders Futurity! Crago Performance Quarter 
Horses - Sire: Nonstop Bubblin and Dam: Miss 
Thorn Doc Bar. 605-892-4297

Blue Roan Homozygous Black Blue Valentine 
bred Stallion, Kingfisher Chukarblu - 33+% 
Blue Valentine bred blue roan stallion. Homo-
zygous black and has been color tested by UC 
Davis, EE Rnrn aa. Take a look at his extended 
pedigree and you will see well known names of 
Joe Hancock ancestors such as: Leo Hancock 
Hayes, Gooseberry, Chuckkar Maid 45, Miss 
Hydy Girl, and Blues Kingfisher. Good big Han-
cock bone structure, friendly personality that he 
passes on Options for onsite AI or shipped cool 
semen will be provided by the College of Vet-
erinary Medicine, Mississippi State University. 
www.6shoequarterhorses.com 6 Shoe Quarter 
Horses - Pheba, MS - 662-312-6488

TRAILERS FOR SALE
ZBlue Ribbon Trailer Sales, Red Granite, WI now 
has all trailers instock at reduced prices. Check 
our website at http://blueribbontrailersales.com 
and call for great prices at 920-361-3514. Financ-
ing & delivery available. 

To place a classified ad in
Performance Horse Digest’s print magazine 

email us at peg@horsedigests.com 
or use the form on this page.

Place Text and Photo Classifieds in 
our online MARKETPLACE!

 

SAFE HORSE FENCE

62411 386th Avenue, Zumbro Falls, MN 55991
507-753-2943 • Fax: 507-753-2706

•Electrobraid 
• White Lightning 
• Poly Strand 
• Centaur Rail 

• Horse-Tuff
• High Tensile 
• DIY Help 
• Expert Installation
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ACTHA   10
Alpha Enterprises  51
Arena Fenceline  72
Arrow P. Equine Sales  45
BHH Equine Media  70
Big Bale Buddy  33
Blairview Saddle Shop         68
Bronco Billy’s Arena and Tack 45
Cannon Falls Trailers Sales 02
Clovis Livstock   11
Country Tack Western Store 68
CSU Equine Reproduction Lab  50
Dakota Winds Quarter Horses 37
Deadwood Stagecoach Days 55
Dena Kirkpatrick  30
Diamond McNabb  60
Denny’s Trailer Sales  69
Farmers & Ranchers  71
Fischer Farms   64
Frenchmans Quarter Horses 15
Fort Western   76
Fulton Ranch        09
Gander Lock   51  
Gene Moench         27, 68

Gregg Larsen Real Estate 69 
Haycreek Ranch  27
Hetletved Quarter Horses 21
Hilldale Farm   17
Hoof Cinch   66
Hutchings Performance Horses 38
J&B Western   49
K. Fence Inc.   72
Kelly Krickeberg  72
Krogman Quarter Horses 35
Kuehn Featherlite   55
Len Brown’s Orthoflex  39
Lazy JS Ranch   66
Lincoln Sales   68
Lolli Brothers Livestock 41
Lowell Den Besten        62, 65
Marx Performance Horses 68
Midwest Cremation Service 56
Minnesota Horse Council    68
MN School Of Horseshoeing  68
Monnett Quarter Horses 61
More Custom Leather  72
Open Box Rafter Ranch 40
Palm Partnership Training 53
PARMA Arena Groomer  53

Pleasant Hills Saddle Shop 23, 68
Price Ranch   13
Ranch and Golf Barn Systems 67
Raymond Sutton Horses Cover, 03
Reichert Saddery  68
Ritchie, Ferguson Enterprises 49
RQBHA         42
Running M       24 - 25
Square Meal Feeds  73
Sugar Bars Legacy Sale 62
The Corral Trailer Sales 68
Titan Trailers   43
Total Equine Feeds  46
Triple Crown   07
Timmerman Quarter Horses 59
United Vet Equine  06
Van Norman & Friends  47
Wagon Wheel Ranch  31
Weaver Quarter Horses 19
Weber Quarter Horses  57
West 20 Ranch & Saddle Co. 72
Western Bloodstock         58, 63
Winterview Inc Trailer Sales 69
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